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1 Introduction

Anisotropic nanoparticles are of high interest to research, because they open many new possibilities
for novel material design.

Molecular dynamics simulations present a valuable tool to gain information on formation path-
ways of those nanoparticles and also to examine those structures, depending on resolution level
even down to an atomistic representation. When using appropriate forcefields, they can also be
used to make predictions for different systems regarding particle formation, shape and stability.

1.1 Polymer nanoparticles

1.1.1 Polymer nanoparticles with surfactants

Generation of hydrophobic polymer nanoparticles in aqueous solution has to overcome several
obstacles. To prevent coagulation of formed nanoparticles, amphiphilic surfactants have to be uti-
lized, that stabilize the hydrophobic particle interfaces. Also a fine distribution of polymer chains
throughout the aqueous phase before particle formation to not obtain big agglomerates has to be
generated. Low temperature in-situ synthesis of polyethylene (PE) with water-stable polymeriza-
tion catalysts in presence of surfactant molecules has shown to yield nanoparticles consisting of
one PE crystal lamella [Weber et al. (2007)].

1.1.2 Functionalized polymer nanoparticles without surfactants

To generate polymer nanoparticles that don’t need surfactants to form stable nanoparticles in
aqueous solution, partially hydrophilic polymers were utilized. Different approaches to introduce
hydrophilicity into polymers have been tested.

Use of block-copolymers that contain hyrdophilic and hydrophobic blocks are one way to cir-
cumvent the need for surfactant stabilizers. Dumbbell shaped polymer nanoparticles of such am-
phiphilic block-copolymers were synthesiyed by He et al. [He et al. (2007), He et al. (2009)].

Use of PE as hydrophobic block in amphiphilic block-copolymers even yielded semicrystalline
polymer nanoparticles with a disklike shape [Yin and Hillmyer (2011)]. Those approaches however
yield a corona consisting of the hydrophilic block of the copolymer.

Results of experiments and simulations indicate that precise polymers (polymers containing
functional groups (FGs) in evenly spaced intervals) containing carboxylic acid as FGs form hairpin-
style loops at FG-sites. This leads to back bending of polymer chains onto themselves, instead
of incorporating the acid groups into the crystalline core. So a multilayered crystal structure is
generated in which crystalline polymer layers are separated by carboxylic acid rich layers [Trigg
et al. (2017b)]. Those layers were found to transverse the crystallite plane and thus might open
opportunities in generation of artificial membranes with ion channels [Trigg et al. (2017a)].

It was found that when dispersed in alkaline aqueous solution, precise polymers are able to form
nanocrystals that assume the crystal structure of PE. These nanocrystals show a strong correlation
between the size along one axis and the spacing of functional groups (FGs) (see figure 1) [Ortmann
et al. (2013)]. This is due to the interplay of the unpolar polymerchains’ hydrophobic interactions
(IAs) and the FGs’ hydrophilicity, which puts the FGs at the polymer/water interface and thereby
determines the position of bends in the polymer. This approach basically imprints the particle
height into the molecular structure of the polymer and also avoids formation of a corona, since no
large hydrophilic moieties are used.

Research on this topic inside the Mecking group has shown that bifunctionalized alkanes exhibit
similar behavior. The C48-molecules (HOOC(CH2)46COOH) are also able to reproduce PE
crystal structure and thus are described as PE telechelics. Yet, while a spacing of 21 carbon atoms
between carboxylate groups inside a polymer leads to nanoparticles with a height of about 3 nm,
bifunctionalized alkanes with the same spacing yield a white, milk like emulsion (see figure 2).
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Figure 1: Schematic picture of polymer nanocrystal with TEM images of crystals with different
FG-spacings (figure taken from[Ortmann et al. (2013)]).

Figure 2: a: Comparison of WAXS measurements of semi crystalline PE (black), C48 dicarboxilic
acid (red) and C23 dicarboxylic acid (blue) and self-assembly behaviour of C23 and C48 dicar-
boxylic acids. b: TEM images of C48 dicarboxylic acid nanocrystals and corresponding nanocrystal
schematics. Figures taken from [Witt et al. (2017)].

1.2 Molecular dynamics simulations

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are an often used tool nowadays to better understand mech-
anisms occurring in physical systems. Common applications are for example modeling aggregation,
protein folding [Bond et al. (2007)], interfaces and phase transitions. Their aim is to get structural
insight into those systems and also gain better knowledge about relevant pathways . Thanks to
MD simulations, structural information can be obtained, when according structures and forcefields
are utilized even down to the atomistic level.

Also, crystallization of polymer melts [Gee et al. (2006), Yeh et al. (2017)] and long alkanes
[Waheed et al. (2002), Waheed et al. (2005), Bourque et al. (2016), Bourque et al. (2017)] are
investigated by MD simulations, because they usually don’t form structures corresponding to the
thermodynamical minima. Due to their length, they are able to form bends and entanglements
when in liquid form, which upon crystallization can not be aligned quick enough and thus are
incorporated in the crystal in a non-equilibrium state.

Many studies have been performed trying to model self-assembly of amphiphilic molecules in
aqueous solution [Beltran-Villegas and Jayaraman (2018), Shinoda et al. (2007), Shinoda et al.
(2008), Klein and Shinoda (2008)]. Those studies have shown that brute force MD simulations
are not well suited to investigate such processes efficiently because of their high computational
cost and the long time- and size-scales involved in those processes [Marrink et al. (2004)]. Thus
coarse-grained (CG) models are employed to reduce that computational cost.

Another very important example which has technical relevance is microphase separation of
block-copolymers [Groot and Madden (1998), Mandal et al. (2014)]. Material behavior can be
heavily influenced by the structural motifs created by this phase separation. Being able to pre-
dict formation of that motifs due to simulations may be a very useful tool regarding material
development and research.
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2 Work objective

The idea behind this work is to employ coarse-graining on bifunctionalized n-alkanes and also multi-
functionalized polymers with equal space between functionalities, both diluted in water. Properties
of interest are formation and appearance of nanocrystals formed out of those functionalized alkanes.

Here, well explored models for alkanes and water are combined with custom parameters for
coarse-grained functional groups to study their effects upon aggregate behavior, especially regard-
ing generation of ordered particles.
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3 Methods

3.1 Molecular dynamics simulation

In this work, time a system spends on calculation will be referred to as simulation time. The
time, that then has been simulated by stepwise integration using respective timesteps, will be
referred to as simulated time. An example of this work are the systems containing 130 fC23
molecules (definitions follow in sections 4 and 5). They took about 18 hours simulation time on 2
CPU nodes, each with 28 cores, for 50 ns simulated time. This example would translate to 1008
CPU-hours for 50 ns simulated time.

3.1.1 General approach

Molecular dynamics (MD)simulations utilize the Newtonian equations of motion to iteratively prop-
agate physical systems. Atoms (or pseudoatoms when using coarse grained particles) are treated
as point-mass particles. Different potentials are employed to calculate energies and forces of those
particles. The positions and velocities then are utilized by time-reversible integration algorithms to
iteratively propagate the system (updating positions, velocities and forces). Time reversible inte-
gration algorithms [Verlet (1967)] are used to propagate the system, updating positions and forces
each timestep. Thermostats and barostats keep the system close to desired values for pressure and
temperature [Martyna et al. (1992)].

3.1.2 Potentials

Lennard-Jones potential
The Lennard-Jones potential was developed to model atoms as Van-der-Waals beads. It com-

bines a repulsive and an attractive term. The general equation is

E(r) = c ∗ ε[(σ
r

)p − (
σ

r
)q] (1)

with p > q. ε thereby determines the potentials well-depth, meaning the IA strength, while σ
sets the distance at which the potential switches from being overall repulsive to becoming attractive.
A commonly used value for p is 12, or 9 if a softer bead is desired, for example when coarse-graining
multiple ”heavy atoms” into a single IA site. q most often takes a value of 6 to show the same
distance dependence as the London, Debye and Keesom IAs, which are also collectively known as
Van-der-Waals forces.

Th Lennard-Jones potentials used in this work use a switching function. After a certain dis-
tance, 9 Å in each case in this work, the Lennard-Jones potential gets adjusted smoothly with a
decaying function. This function ensures that the potential and the force, it’s derivation and by
that the potential gradient, reach a value of zero at the cut-off distance, which is 11 Å in all FFs
used in this work.

Stillinger-Weber potential
The Stillinger-Weber potential combines a two-body and a three-body IA. It was originally

developed for simulations of condensed phases of silicon [Stillinger and Weber (1985)] and is cal-
culated through following equation

E =
∑
i

∑
j>i

φ2(rij) +
∑
i

∑
j 6=i

∑
k>j

φ3(rij , rik, θijk)

φ2(r) = Aε[B(
σ

r
)p − (

σ

r
)q]exp(

σ

r − aσ
)

φ3(r, s, θ) = λε[cosθ − cosθ0]2exp(
γσ

r − aσ
)exp(

γσ

s− aσ
)

(2)

The three-body term φ3(r, s, θ) adds an angle- and distance-dependent repulsion onto the two-
body IA φ2(r).
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Based upon this potential, Molinero and Moore developed a single bead water model [Molinero
and Moore (2009)], which they named monatomic water (mW). This model was shown to be a very
effective and efficient model for water, it’s biggest drawback compared to other established models
being a too fast self-diffusion. A big advantage regarding CPU-time is that the model does not
contain any charges. Another key feature is the short range of the potential, which also reduces
the number of calculations done each timestep.

Yukawa potential
The Yukawa potential models screened Coulomb potentials [Carre et al. (2007)], which are

much shorter ranged than actual Coulomb potentials. It is employed by the group of Molinero is
a purely repulsive potential. They have used this potential to model ion repulsion in chargeless
systems [DeMille and Molinero (2009), Lu et al. (2017)].

3.1.3 Coarse-graining

Coarse-graining (CG) is commonly used in MD simulations to allow usage of bigger integration
timesteps and therefore simulation of longer timescales and larger systems. The principle is quite
simple, as it is to replace a number of atoms by a ”superatom” which represents those atoms
[Gyawali et al. (2017), Shelley and Shelley (2000), Muller et al. (2003)]. Thereby the number
of particles that describe a system is reduced, which leads to a speed-up in simulations through
having less forces, positions, velocities and energies to calculate . The net gain in speed is actually
even higher than only the better ratio between simulated time vs. simulation time. This comes
due to smoothening of the energy landscape, which is another effect of the CG. CG systems are
evolving faster than all-atom (AA) simulations, because their energy landscape has fewer local
minima the system would have to overcome before proceeding further. An additional useful aspect
of CG systems is that the IAs of some superatoms, like functional groups, can be modified so
it resembles a different functional group or even multiple groups. It is also possible that way
to change specific parameters and observe subsequent changes to model a system with a certain
behavior and afterwards try to find functional groups, that more or less fit these parameters and
check if they reproduce the desired result.

CG can be done on various resolution levels. The most basic form is to get rid of the hydrogen
atoms of alkanes and also of water and have those units represented by their ”heavy atoms” (C, O).
So the very fast hydrogen bond vibrations are not present anymore, which usually are restrained in
simulations to allow usage of a more reasonable integration timestep. Since restraints also have to
be computed, the speed gain by removing the hydrogen entirely is enhanced even further. Alkane
models that use this level of coarse-graining are commonly referred to as united-atom (UA) models
[Martin and Siepmann (1998), Martin and Siepmann (1999), Chen et al. (2001)].

Another widely used resolution level, for example utilized by the Martini model [Marrink et al.
(2007), Monticelli et al. (2008)], is to combine 4 ”heavy atoms” into a larger superatom.

As CG exhibits many advantages over atomistic simulations, it also comes with some drawbacks.
For example, since CG reduces the degrees of freedom (DOF) of the system, calculated energies
also contain an entropic part. Local information, like conformations, is lost as well since multiple
atoms are represented as one single bead. This can lead to wrong structures overall, especially
when by coarse-graining you eliminate directed IAs like for example hydrogen bonds. However,
this may be counteracted to some extent by using multibody potentials instead of or in addition
to sole pairwise IAs [Molinero and Moore (2009), DeMille and Molinero (2009)].

3.1.4 Simulation relevant details in this work

All simulations were performed using the LAMMPS package [Plimpton (1995)]. In case of isothermal-
isobar ensembles Nosé-Hoover chain style equations of motion were used [Martyna et al. (1992)].
(adjustments as proposed by Shinoda et al. [Shinoda et al. (2004)]. These combine the strain
energy proposed by Parrinello and Rahman [Parrinello and Rahman (1981)] with the hydrostatic
equations of Martyna et al. [Martyna et al. (1994)]) Time integration was performed using a
velocity-Verlet integrator [Verlet (1967)]. A derivation by Tuckerman [Tuckerman et al. (2006)] of
the time integration schemes, that followed time-reversible measure-preserving Verlet was used.
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Unless stated otherwise a timestep of 5 fs was used for all simulations, as well as a temperature
of 300 K and a pressure of 101.325 kPa (1atm). The relaxation time for the temperature was 100
fs. The pressure relaxation time was 1000 fs.

Systems were set up using the EMC-Builder created by Pieter J. in ’t Veld. Set up configura-
tion assumed SPC/E water model [Berendsen et al. (1987)] and TraPPE-UA alkane[Martin and
Siepmann (1998)] model for the unfunctionalized systems. Functionalized alkanes (telechelics and
trimers) were set up with TraPPE hydroxy groups [Chen et al. (2001)] as FGs. IAs involving me-
thine (CH) groups in trimers used parameters for branched alkanes of the TraPPE-UA FF [Martin
and Siepmann (1999)]. Removal of charges and hydrogens to obtain the LAMMPS structure file
was performed using VMD [Humphrey et al. (1996)].

In MD simulations, all water was used the monatomic water model (mW) developed by Mo-
linero and Moore [Molinero and Moore (2009)]. For the alkane chains (in unfunctionalized cases
the whole chain, in functionalized cases the chain without FGs) the TraPPE-UA [Martin and
Siepmann (1998)] forcefield was employed. The alkane-water IAs used the parameters for these
combined systems, which already had been utilized in our group and showed good agreement with
atomistic simulation data for the alkane-water interface regarding surface tension and thickness of
the interface 1. Angles, bonds and dihedrals involving FGs were taken from TraPPE-UA alcohols
[Chen et al. (2001)].

Visualisation and postprocessing of the received trajectories were performed using VMD. Anal-
ysis of the data was done using Python and LAMMPS packages. Graphics of those analytics were
created using the Python matplotlib module.

3.2 Nematic order

3.2.1 Description

The nematic order parameter was developed to describe liquid crystalline phases [Mukherjee et al.
(2012)]. It provides a tool to quantify alignment of its components. It is in general calculated
using the formula

Qαβ =
1

N

N∑
j=1

(
3

2
ujαujβ −

1

2
δαβ) (3)

with uj being respective unit vectors and N being the number of molecules in the system. This
formula utilizes the second Legendre polynomial (P2(x) in equation 4) in order to obtain a value
of 0 if the overall orientation is random. The maximum value this equation may yield is 1, which
would resemble perfect parallel alignment.

P2(x) =
3

2
x2 − 1

2
(4)

Q(r) =

∑N−1
i=1

∑N
j=i+1 δ(r − |ri − rj |)P2(u(ri) ∗ u(rj))∑N−1
i=1

∑N
j=i+1 δ(r − |ri − rj |)

(5)

An abbreviation of the nematic order yielded equation 5 [Mukherjee et al. (2012)], N being
number of molecules/vectors, u being respective unit vectors, the second Legendre polynomial
used on the dot product of those unit vectors, and δ being the Kronecker-delta (1 if distance
between vectors i and j equals r, else is 0). The property for Q(r) thus was named local nematic
order, yet in this work it will be referred to as distance dependent nematic order. The dot product
of two unit vectors yields the squared cosinus of the angle between those vectors.

To better understand the presented results of this work, further important considerations are
shared. For a single comparison of two reference vectors, one might obtain a value of

1parameters taken from https://github.com/lammps/lammps/tree/master/tools/moltemplate/examples/coarse grained/
3bodyWater%2Bhydrocarbons MW%2BTraPPE
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• 1 if those vectors are parallel

• -0.5 if they are perpendicular to each other

• 0 if the angle between them is about 54.7 degree (according to following equation)

0 =
3(cosΘ)2 − 1

2

Θ = arccos(
1√
3

)
(6)

Thus averaging over a subsample of the system might even yield values below 0, for example in
the distance dependent local nematic order.

3.2.2 Usage in this work

Since the molecules that are used in this work can not be described as rigid chains, simply using
the molecules’ longest axes as reference vector wont yield satisfying results. Hence following ap-
proach [Bourque et al. (2016)] used in the research group of G. C. Rutledge, who intensively study
crystallization of long chain alkanes and polymers [Waheed et al. (2002), Waheed et al. (2005),
Bourque et al. (2017), Yeh et al. (2017)] was utilized: The reference vector was set to be the vector
between adjacent bond centers. This way, the common zig zag scheme of alkane chains can be
reduced to a line that shows the chains overall direction (see figure 3 a).

(a) Vector and chain correlation definition (b) Images of used molecules

Figure 3: a: Left: Showcasing vector definitions for order parameters. Green dots represent the
points used for calculation of the vector, blue dots represent vectors corresponding center (used
as position for distance dependent nemtic order). Orange lines represent the vectors. Right:
Schematic that shows, which vectors would be used for averaging the chain correlation for the
green colored vector for correlation lengths (C len) 3 and 4 (arrows marked in respective color).
b: Showcasing molecules used in simulations, with respective name definitions. Orange lines
demonstrate vectors for order parameter calculations. In the trimer, telechelic subunits (TU) are
marked by colored encasing, which also shows their partial overlap.

The results are evaluated here in multiple ways. One shows the average alignment dependent
on the distance between reference vectors. Thus here it is called ”distance dependent nematic
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order”. This evaluation only takes vectors of other chains into account, so the reference vectors
are not from the same alkane chain. A decay of the nematic order will be seen with increasing
distance. This decay can be a result of different overlapping effects. Not perfect parallel alignment
of neighbored chains can lead to this long range fall off, since the average angle changes with layer.
Also, the finite size of the particles will lead to a fall off, dependent on the particle size. For very
small particles, the fall off will be much steeper at a certain distance. In systems with multiple
aggregates, fluctuations, especially at long distances, might occur due to particle rotations, since
the calculation is not aggregate exclusive. On very short distances however the values are small
and also are prone to fluctuating. Those short distances between vectors only are possible, if the
chains are not parallel, which is because the atoms avoid overlap with each other.

The other, which here is called ”molecule internal order”, averages overall alignment of molecule
internal reference vectors, meaning only vectors of the same chain and basically uses equation 3,
except that instead of molecules, their vectors were used. With this evaluation fully extended
chains would yield a value of 1, random coils one of 0. Chains with a hairpin style loop still may
obtain high values for this parameter, if the segments that are not part of the loop are relatively
parallel to each other. However, chains where large chain parts are stretched out by themselves,
but not parallel to the other chain parts might yield relatively low values for this parameter. Thus,
high values always indicate good internal alignment, yet intermediate values can be ambiguous,
since those could originate from worse alignment of the chain or multiple extended chain parts.
That would for example apply to a chain with a kink near its center. This also leads to smaller
values for the polymeric systems, in which kinks should occur.

To also cover those situations, a distribution of average order for each vector in the molecule with
different amounts of adjacent vectors was calculated. Thereby, short and long range correlations
could be determined. Short range order yields information of local alignment, which is dependent
on correlations of neighbored bonds. This dependency decreases with increased range of averaging.
Thus normally the average for longer ranges are smaller than those of shorter ranges. In addition
to the actual averages, the difference between averages of different correlation lengths is of interest,
since they give some insight for which distances chains are likely to be stretched out. This method
will be referred to as ”internal chain correlation” in this work and is performed averaging over
multiple ranges for each system. If possible, each vector will be assigned an average over the same
number of vectors in each direction along the chain (see figure 3 a).

If a sufficiently long correlation length was chosen for the polymer (> 0.5 ∗monomerlength),
molecules with kinks at the FG site should yield small probabilities for high order and for small
values (below about -0.3) as well and thus should lead to a tighter distribution than intermediate
correlation lengths, that are shorter than half the monomerlength.

3.3 RDF

The radial distribution function (RDF) describes the distance based relative concentration of cer-
tain groups in vicinity to another group. When aggregates order themselves, the FG-FG RDF
usually increases and maxima and minima get more distinct.

3.3.1 Annotations regarding systems in this work

Because of the way the RDF is calculated, some things should be considered when looking at the
obtained results of this work, which will be discussed here. Due to the formation of aggregates,
FG density is very inhomogeneous in the system. The RDF however compares the local density
to the density in the whole system. Thus, the more inhomogeneous a system is, meaning the
bigger the aggregates are, the higher the obtained RDF values for FG-FG groups will be, since
the local density will be much higher than the overall system density. Because water is used as
solvent and every mixed system predominantly consists of water (at least 6.11 water molecules per
CS), it exhibits a very homogeneous distribution in the system, thus RDF values for FG-water
wont reach very high values. For short FG-water distances, an area of smaller concentration can
be observed after the first maximum. This is caused by the fact, that on one side of every FG
an alkane-rich phase is to be found, which usually does not contain water. FG-FG contacts may
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be solvent separated to different extents. Direct contacts should show maxima at values slightly
higher than respective σs (about 0.3 Å). Strong IA with the solvent however might increase the
separation between those distances, a maximum occuring at twice the distance of the first FG-water
maximum indicating contacts which are separated by a single solvent molecule.

3.4 Calculation of aggregate-IDs

To track number and size of aggregates in a system each molecule was assigned an aggregate ID
each timestep in a post-simulation analysis. This helped examining aggregate fusion and fission.

The belonging of molecules to an aggregate was calculated with the LAMMPS compute ag-
gregate/atom command. This compute makes sure that the molecules in an aggregate are part
of it as a whole. Single molecules are given their own aggregate ID and also count as aggregates.
To check if another molecule is part of the same aggregate, it checks if any two members of these
aggregates is within a certain cutoff distance. Not every meeting of clusters leads to their fusion,
as will be seen in the results. Due to the calculation by distance, aggregates which get very close
to each other, even if only for a very short time, will be represented as one aggregate.
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4 Informations about simulated systems

That dicarboxylic acids containing 23 carbon atoms do not form nanoparticles, while those con-
taining 48 carbon atoms do [Ortmann et al. (2013)], is possibly a side effect of the increased FG
to alkane ratio. The FG/(telechelic unit(TU)) ratio (telechelic unit: since the polymers can be
described as polymerized telechelics: a monomer is a single bifunctionalized alkane (functionalized
PE-telechelic); a trimer consists of 3 such telechelics can be calculated by the formula f(n) = n+1

n ,
where n is the number of TUs in a single molecule. On the other hand, the actual alkanesegment

to FG ratio is calculated using the formula f(n, d) = (n∗(d−3))+1
n+1 , with n again being the number of

TUs and d being the spacing between FGs, meaning the first and last parts are FGs and therefore
have to be substracted. Table 1 gives a small overview over the subsequent implications.

No. of TUs FG/TU C23: alk/FG C48: alk/FG

1 (monomer) 2 10.5 23
2 (dimer) 1.5 13.6 30.3
3 (trimer) 1.3 15.25 34
5 (pentamer) 1.2 16.83 37.6
7 (heptamer) 1.14 17.625 39.5
∞ 1 20 45

Table 1: FG ratios

If not explicitly mentioned otherwise the denominations of alkanes in this work are derived in
following manner: The number of pseudoatoms/beads in a molecule follows a capital C. Systems
with functional groups as head groups are marked with a lower case f in front of the capital C.
So C48 would be an alkane chain consisting of 46 methylene groups connecting 2 methyl groups,
yielding a chain with 48 members. fC48 in comparison would be 46 methylene groups connecting
2 functional groups.

Polymer denomination works in a slightly different way. The number after the capital C de-
scribes segment length. The abbreviation after the number determines how many monomers the
polymer is made of. As for the alkane denomination the lower case f stands for functionalized. The
systems in this work are fC23-tri systems, which means that the length of the monomer was 23
atoms. So 2 functional groups would be connected by 21 alkane groups, meaning a combination of
methylene (CH2) groups and methine groups (CH). The tri is short for trimer and means that 3
monomers could be found in the polymer. It is however important to keep in mind that this way
the monomers would overlap with each other partially, meaning functional and methine groups
(see figure 3 b in methods chapter).

A tabular overview of simulated systems is depicted in the appendix (Table 6, discussed systems

are marked by green background ). Only a selection of them is extensively discussed in this work,
since detailed description of all would significantly increase the extent of this thesis while the
informational gain would be comparably small. This is because trends can often be explained
based on a subset of tested systems.

A few additional remarks concerning interpretations of this work’s results. The z-axis of a
particle is defined as the axis that is perpendicular to the FG-rich areas (see figure 4). FG-rich
areas are hydrophilic (will be called ”hydrophilic areas”) and the FG-poor rim is hydrophobic
(will be called ”hydrophobic rim”). A twist of the chains means, that the chains’ axes of longest
elongation are tilted towards the particles z-axis. This tilt however occurs not in the same direction
for all chains, but is rather arranged circular around the particle center. Tt will be called twist
here, because it looks as if the FG-rich sides are twisted against each other. Methyl, methylene
and methine groups will be collectively referred to as alkane. Together with the FGs they form
the chain segments (CS, each CG-bead counting as 1).
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FF No. / name εFG−FG εFG−w εFG−CHx
σFG−FG σFG−w σFG−CH2

σFG−CH

1 I e1 s1 0.20 0.42 0.12 2.88 2.88 3.56 -
2 I e1 s2 0.20 0.42 0.12 3.95 2.88 3.56 -
3 I e1 s3 0.20 0.42 0.12 3.95 3.56 3.95 -
4 I e1 s4 0.20 0.42 0.12 5.93 4.45 4.94 -

5 I e2 s1 0.20 0.83 0.12 2.88 2.88 3.56 -
6 I e2 s2 0.20 0.83 0.12 3.95 2.88 3.56 -
7 I e2 s3 0.20 0.83 0.12 3.95 3.56 3.95 -

8 I e3 s2 0.20 1.04 0.12 3.95 2.88 3.56 -

9 I e4 s1 0.20 1.25 0.12 2.88 2.88 3.56 -
10 I e4 s2 0.20 1.25 0.12 3.95 2.88 3.56 -
11 I e4 s3 0.20 1.25 0.12 3.95 3.56 3.95 -
12 I e4 s4 0.20 1.25 0.12 5.93 4.45 4.94 -

13 I e5 s2 0.20 1.56 0.12 3.95 2.88 3.56 -

14 I e6 s2 0.20 2.08 0.12 3.95 2.88 3.56 -

15 I e7 s2 0.20 4.16 0.12 3.95 2.88 3.56 -

16 I e8 s2 2.00 4.16 0.12 3.95 2.88 3.56 -

17 I e9 s* 6.19 6.19 0.12 3.95 3.56 3.56 -
Polymer FFs

18 I e1 s2 0.20 0.42 0.12 3.95 2.88 3.56 3.56

19 I e2 s3 0.20 0.83 0.12 3.95 3.56 3.95 3.95

20 I e4 s2 0.20 1.25 0.12 3.95 2.88 3.56 3.56
21 I e4 s3 0.20 1.25 0.12 3.95 3.56 3.95 3.95
22 I e4 s4 0.20 1.25 0.12 5.93 4.45 4.94 4.94

23 I e7 s2 0.20 4.16 0.12 3.95 2.88 3.56 3.56

Table 2: Utilized forcefield parameters (rounded to the second decimal), ordered by increasing
FG-water IA strength and FG size. ε unit is kJ/mol, σ unit is Å. FFs with the same FG-water
interaction strength but different FG-size are colored in the same color, namely εFG−w = 0.42 ,

0.83 and 1.25 . FFs using FGs of the same size have the same lower case letter at the end of
their name. Table 5 on page 80 in the Appendix contains the exact parameters.

FF No. / name Description

S1 TraPPE+mW Utilized parameters: εCH3−CH3
= 0.194746286 , σCH3−CH3

=
3.75 , εCH2−CH2

= 0.091411522 , σCH2−CH2
= 3.95 ,

εCH3−w = 0.17390830404497651 , σCH3−w = 3.458 , εCH2−w =
0.11914784667210733 , σCH2−w = 3.558 , the missing parameters
between methyl and methylene groups were calculated LAMMPS
internal by arithmetic mixing

S2 Mol-NaCl The IAs between Cl, Na and mW were taken from [DeMille and
Molinero (2009)]. Cl was connected to the alkanes as headgroup,
IAs of the alkane (methylene) with mW was the same as in force-
field 4. The IAs of Cl and Na with the alkane were set to be the
same (ε and σ) as for mW

S3 Mol-NaCl S2 adjusted for use with polymers.

Table 3: other forcefields used in this thesis
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Figure 4: Image containing an obtained nanoparticle and definitions for it’s z-axis, FG-rich and
FG-poor areas.
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5 Results and discussion

5.1 Unfunctionalized alkanes

At the beginning of this work small systems containing unfunctionalized n-alkanes and water were
simulated using FF S1 (TraPPE+mW). This was to validate the use of this combination of
alkane and water models, so if it would yield plausible results or show unphysical behavior. The
systems that were set up with two interfaces were expected to maintain them (figure 6). Those
systems which were set up as a random mixture of alkane coils in solution should, given enough
time, form a single alkane aggregate. This behavior indeed has been observed for these systems.

5.1.1 C23-systems

These simulations used a 2 fs timestep. The setup with two interfaces was simulated for 20 ns.
As expected, the interfaces were maintained (figure 6). In the case of C23 randomly mixed in
water a periodic cylinder (figure 5) had formed out of the alkane phase. Interestingly a slab of the
alkane-phase was ordered, with their axes of longest extension being parallel to the alkane-water
interface. This crystallization pattern is actually in good accordance with results found by [Qiu
and Molinero (2017)]. To make sure that this was not due to a periodic effect, the amount of water
had been increased. That way instead of a periodic cylinder a single aggregate had formed during
20 ns simulated time. The alkane chains in this aggregate showed a high degree of order (figure).
During the simulation smaller ordered aggregates fused into a large one (figure 7). After merging
of two ordered aggregates their chains aligned themselves to yield a highly ordered aggregate.

Figure 5: C23 simulated for 20 ns in a small simulation box started from a mixed setup. Cyan chains
are C23 molecules, yellow orbs represent water. The blue box indicates edges of the periodic box.
Images inside black boxes represent the same state (system and time) from different perspectives.

Figure 6: C23 simulated in a small simulation box started with two interfaces. Cyan chains are
C23 molecules, yellow orbs represent water. The blue box indicates edges of the periodic box.

The observed behavior is correct in that tricosane is a solid at ambient temperatures and not
miscible with water. Since tricosanes melting temperature is not that far above 300 K, the system
was heated to prove that the ordering force of the alkanes was not too high for this combination of
models to be utilized. Therefore the system was heated to 370 K over a period of 14 ns (heating
rate of 5 K / ns) and held at that temperature over 20 ns, before cooling it down again over a
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period of 14 ns to 300 K (cooling rate -5 K /ns). In the following 10 ns at 300 K the alkane chains
soon started to order themselves again.

Figure 7: C23 simulated in a larger box. Water is not shown for clarity. Cyan chains are C23
molecules. Blue boxes indicate the edges of the periodic box. Images in the same black box show
the system at respective times from different perspectives.

5.1.2 C48-system

A 5 fs timestep was used to simulate this system. Like the C23-system the C48-systems alka-
nechains , which had been placed randomly distributed in water, did form a single aggregate. In
contrast to the shorter chain system, when two ordered particles in this simulation merged with
their chains tilted to each other, they remained tilted and that way yielded a particle with two or-
dered domains (figure 8). So after 170 ns simulated time a nanoparticle with 2 crystalline domains
was obtained. Given more time or supported by heating of the system, that defect might heal, but
this was not yet tested, since the focus of this work are functionalized alkanes.

Figure 8: C48 simulated starting from a mixed setup. Water is not show for clarity. Cyan chains
represent C48 chains. Blue boxes indicate edges of the periodic boxes. Images encased by the same
black box represent different perspectives of the same state.
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5.2 Functionalized alkanes

The main part of this work was to simulate functionalized alkane chains and test different param-
eters for the occurring IAs with the functional groups. Main focus of these changes was the IA
between functional groups and water molecules.

So multiple FFs were created, mainly differing in FG-water IA strength and FG-size, and
employed onto systems with different chain lengths (fC23, fC48) and with different numbers of
telechelics in them. They are discussed by increasing chain length and within that order, further
ordered by increasing number of telechelics present in the systems.

Small systems were set up either as a random mix of telechelics solved in water (which will
be called mixed setup) or as nanoparticle (called nanoparticle setup). The nanoparticle structures
were obtained from simulations using weak FG-water interactions. Larger systems started only
from a mixed setup.

In the mixed set up systems effects of the use of different FG-water IA strengths and FG-sizes
onto free assembly of aggregates and subsequent crystallization of those aggregates is investigated.
For selected systems annealing by heating and cooling was simulated as well.

In systems set up as nanoparticle the effects of employing different FFs onto stability and shape
of those nanoparticles is examined.

5.2.1 fC23-systems

General remarks
In this section, systems containing different numbers of fC23 molecules will be discussed. Sys-

tems with fewer molecules will be discussed first. Since the distance between functional groups
and the alkane/FG ratio are much smaller than for the fC48/fC50 systems, the tendency to form
ordered nanocrystals is expected to be noticeably lower. FG-water IA strength and size of FGs will
be altered to obtain insight onto how these properties affect formation and ordering of aggregates.

In general, stronger FG-water IAs reduce the tendency to form ordered aggregates, as do larger
FG sizes. Ordered particles usually consist of stretched alkanes. Back-bent molecules don’t occur
that frequently. The alkanes of lesser ordered aggregates in comparison are comparable to random
chains and therefore their end to end distances are smaller than that of fully extended molecules
and usually display a broader distribution. This leads to an end to end distance distribution with
maxima at about 28 Å for ordered aggregates and maxima at about 23 Å for disordered aggregates.
Lastly in this section, results of a system using a FF with very strong FG-water and FG-FG IAs
are shown.

Systems with 130 fC23 molecules
The systems contain 130 fC23 molecules (number of CG-beads: 31509, 28519 water molecules)

and have a water/CS ratio of about 9.54, which is the same ratio as for the fC23-systems with
547 functionalized alkane molecules, which will be discussed later. The system size of these sim-
ulations still is comparatively small, but sufficiently big enough to see aggregation events. Thus
a lot of different parameter sets were initially tested with them because of their relatively small
computational cost.

At first, effects different FG-water IA strengths have onto the mixed set up system are compared.
Then changed FG-sizes for two different FG-water IA strengths are discussed. Afterwards, a
nanoparticle that formed during a simulation using FF 2 (I e1 s2) is employed as starting structure
to compare several of previously tested FFs, plus an additional one, the effect of which was first
tested on the nanoparticle. Then a simulation using this FF onto the mixed setup is compared to
two previously discussed systems.

Comparison of different FG-water IA strenghts Systems using strong FG-water IAs, namely
FFs 6 (I e2 s2, εFG−w = 2 ∗ weakest), 8 (I e3 s2, εFG−w = 2.5 ∗ weakest) and 10 (I e4 s2,
εFG−w = 3 ∗ weakest), ordered by increasing FG-water IA strength, did form multiple aggregates
(figure 11). The number of aggregates increased and order decreased with strengthening of the
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(a) (b)

Figure 9: a: End to end distance distribution, averaged over the last 100 frames (0.5 ns) of
respective simulations. Comparison of systems with 130 fC23 molecules using FFs 2 (I e1 s2, 450
ns), 6 (I e2 s2, 200 ns), 8 (I e3 s2, 200 ns), 10 (I e4 s2, 200 ns) and 16 (I e8 s2, 150 ns). All FFs
use the same FG-size (medium*). b: RDFs, averaged over last 1000 frames (5 ns) of respective
simulations.

FG-water IA. Also, a twist of the chains could be observed, which got more pronounced with
stronger FG-water IA.

The largest aggregate in the simulation with FF 6 (I e2 s2, εFG−w = 2 ∗ weakest), which
contained about 65 molecules after approximately 170 ns did take a hexagonal shape. The end
to end distance (figure 9, timeseries in figure 78 in the appendix) showed two maxima in close
proximity at about 27 and 26 Å. A high short ranged alignment was observed, with a steep descent
in distance dependent nematic order (figure 10) on longer distances however. This is strongly
influenced by the alkane chains’ twists and the small aggregate size.

Increasing FG-water IA strength by using FF 8 (I e3 s2, εFG−w = 2.5∗weakest) more smaller
aggregates were formed (figure 13). The small aggregates showed only little apparent order, whilst
the big ones did exhibit some short ranged order that, comparably to the previously mentioned
system, declined with increasing distance. An interesting property however can be observed in
the distance dependent nematic order (figure 10). For longer distances (approx. 23-33 Å), the
obtained order value Q was below 0, which is most likely an effect of the twisted chains. Even
longer distances show an average of about 0, most likely because the particle sizes were small and
no more molecules were present at those distances. The chain correlation (figure 12) was lower
than with FF 6 (I e2 s2), and also declined more on longer length scales.

Further increasing the strength of the FG-water IA by utilizing FF 10 (I e4 s2, εFG−w =
3 ∗ weakest), the chain correlation (figure 12) was even lower than in the previously described
system. Thus the molecule internal order yielded smaller values more often, leading to a broad
distribution with peak values above 1% probability occurring mainly between about 0.1 and 0.5.
The end to end distance (figure 9, timeseries in figure 80 in the appendix) was a broad distribution
with maxima at about 25 Å and more occurrence of short distances. The distance dependent
nematic order (figure 10) yielded smaller values on short distances than the previously described
systems, also showing a steeper descent, which can at least partially be assigned to the smaller
aggregate sizes. A twist of the chains leads to better coverage of hydrophobic rims with hyrdophilic
groups, which may also be a reason why fusion of aggregates is slower and might even stop at a
certain size when using FFs with stronger FG-water IAs.
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Figure 10: Distance dependent nematic order, averaged over 10 frames (0.5 ns) of respective
simulations. Comparison of systems with 130 fC23 molecules using FFs 2 (I e1 s2), 6 (I e2 s2), 8
(I e3 s2) and 10 (I e4 s2).

Employing the weakest tested FG-water IA strength by using FF 2 (I e1 s2, εFG−w = weakest),
a hexagonal aggregate formed fast. The molecules did align themselves almost parallel to each
other and showed high molecule internal order and chain correlation multiple length scales as well
(figures 10 and 12). Also most molecules were almost fully extended, only few showing hair-pin
loops, as can be seen in the end to end distance distribution (figure 9, timeseries in figure 77 in
the appendix). The particle that had formed after 250 ns was utilized as starting structure for
simulations using other FFs.
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Figure 11: Images of mixed set up systems containing 130 fC23 molecules, propagated with FFs 2
(I e1 s2), 6 (I e2 s2), 8 (I e3 s2) and 10 (I e4 s2). Where displayed, thin blue boxes indicate edges
of the periodic simulation box. Cyan chains represent alkane groups and red beads FGs. Water is
not shown for clarity. Images encased by a same colored box (colors correspond to colors in table
2) show different perspectives of the same state and are separated by a black line, if no periodic
box is displayed.
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(a) Molecule internal order (b) Internal correlation on different length scales

Figure 12: a: Molecule internal order, averaged over 10 frames (0.5 ns) of respective simulations.
Comparison of systems with 130 fC23 molecules using FFs 2 (I e1 s2), 6 (I e2 s2), 8 (I e3 s2) and
10 (I e4 s2), each after 200 ns simulated time. b: Comparison of the molecule internal correlation
with different correlation lengths of those same systems.

(a) I e2 s2 (b) I e3 s2 (c) I e2 s2

Figure 13: Number of aggregates from 50 to 100 ns of simulations using FFs a: 6 (I e2 s2); b: 8
(I e3 s2); c: 10 (I e4 s2). Titles above plots originate from an older denomination.
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Changing FG-sizes Different FG-sizes were employed to investigate their impact on aggregation
and crystallization. At first, systems with the weakest FG-water IA strength (” e1”) (resulting
structures inf figure 15) are discussed, then those with a stronger IA (” e4”) (resulting structures
inf figure 18).

A system with the weakest test IA (” e1”) and a smaller FG-size utilizes FF 1 (I e1 s1, εFG−w =
weakest, FG-size = small). In it, quick formation of bigger aggregates takes place. When later
however, the two last remaining aggregates, which were nicely ordered already, met a hydrophilic
area of one meeting with a part of the hydrophobic rim of the other, they did not undergo alignment
towards a common domain, but rather did maintain the fused interface like it was formed. The
end to end distance (figure 20, timeseries in figure 81 in the appendix) and molecule internal
order distributions (figure 14) showed, that the molecules were stretched out quite nicely. Both
histograms showed bimodal distributions, with two maxima quite close to each other. The maxima
with smaller distances/order values probably originate from the domain, that did deform a bit
at the domain border. Trying to overcome the energy barrier that prevents alignment of those
domains, the system was heated up. So, after that first 150 ns, the system was heated up to 350
K over a period of 50 ns with a heating rate of 1 K/ns and held at that temperature for 50 ns to
melt the particle, which led to a molten drop. The melt did not show any particular long range
or internal order (figures 16 and 14) and the end to end distance was much broader distributed,
maxima occuring at about 23 Å. Then the system was cooled down again over a period of 50
ns with a cooling rate of -1 K/ns to 300 K and propagated further 50 ns at that temperature.
Crystallization however did not occur until a few ns after the system reached 300 K again, which
is most likely caused by the fact that the cooling rate is really high compared to real systems. The
crystallization led to a multicrystalline particle with two domains again, now however a hydrophilic
area of one domain faced a hydrophilic area and part of the hydrophobic rim of the other particle
(figure 15).

Figure 14: Molecule internal order of the system using FF 1 (I e1 s1) at different time steps. The
green line (250 ns) represents the respective distribution in the melt, while the other two lines (150
ns, 350 ns) represent distributions before melting and after recrystallization respectively.

When using bigger FGs (FFs 3 (I e1 s3, εFG−w = weakest, FG-size = medium) and 4 (I e1 s4,
εFG−w = weakest), FG-size = large), the formed particles did form a slight twist of the alkane
chains, which was more pronounced near the hydrophobic particle-solvent interface and thus more
developed in smaller aggregates. The bigger aggregates did take a hexagonal shape, which however
was less pronounced the bigger the FG was. In general, alignment of chains decreased with in-
creasing FG size, yet the chains themselves were still quite stretched out. The increased twist did
lead to values below 0 in the distance dependent nematic order (figure 19) for distances between
about 20 and 40 Å when using I e1 s4. The increase to values about 0 for longer distances most
likely is an effect of the particle sizes.
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Figure 15: Images of mixed set up systems containing 130 fC23 molecules, propagated with FFs 1
(I e1 s1), 2 (I e1 s2), 3 (I e1 s3) and 4 (I e1 s4). Where displayed, thin blue boxes indicate edges
of the periodic simulation box. Cyan chains represent alkane groups and red beads FGs. Water is
not shown for clarity. Images encased by a same colored box (colors correspond to colors in table
2) show different perspectives of the same state and are separated by a black line, if no periodic
box is displayed. Displayed temperatures are the current temperatures at displayed times and do
not contain information on heating rates etc..
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(a) Internal order distribution (b) chain correlation

Figure 16: Comparison of different FG-sizes with weak FG-water IA (FFs 1 (I e1 s1), 2 (I e1 s2),
3 (I e1 s3) and 4 (I e1 s4)) a: Molecule internal order, averaged over 10 frames (0.5 ns) at 150,
350, 150 and 100 ns respectively. b: Chain correlation timeseries on different length scales. For
I e1 s1, the effect of melting after 150 ns and crystallization at about 310 ns can be seen.
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Those additional FG-sizes now also were tested with a stronger FG-water IA (” e4” from
I e4 s2). Using a smaller FG-size (FF 9 (I e4 s1, εFG−w = 3 ∗ weakest, FG-size = small)) with
the mixed set up system, formed aggregates did show a strong twist of the alkane chains, and
therefore alignment of chains, that was only observable in the bigger aggregates, was limited to
very short distances. Increasing the FG size (using FFs 11 (I e4 s3, εFG−w = 3 ∗ weakest, FG-
size = medium) and 12 (I e4 s4, εFG−w = 3 ∗ weakest), FG-size = large), led to formation of
small micelles, in which no particular alignment of chains could be observed, and the chains were
mostly random coils. When comparing the RDFs (figures 20, 23 and 24) and end to end distance
distributions (figures 20, 23 and 23, timeseries in figures 87, 89 and 91 in the appendix) not only
did the probability to obtain solvent separated FGs rise with strengthening the FG-water IA, but
also an increased tendency to obtain FGs separated by multiple solvent molecules with bigger FG
sizes.

(a) Internal order distribution (b) chain correlation

Figure 17: Comparison of different FG-sizes with strong FG-water IA (FFs 9 (I e4 s1), 10 (I e4 s2),
11 (I e4 s3) and 12 (I e4 s4)) a: Molecule internal order, averaged over 10 frames (0.5 ns) at 150,
200, 150 and 100 ns respectively. b: Chain correlation timeseries on different length scales.
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Figure 18: Images of mixed set up systems containing 130 fC23 molecules, propagated with FFs
9 (I e4 s1), 10 (I e4 s2), 11 (I e4 s3) and 12 (I e4 s4). Thin blue boxes indicate edges of the
periodic simulation box. Cyan chains represent alkane groups and red beads FGs. Water is not
shown for clarity. Images encased by a same colored box (colors correspond to colors in table 2)
show different perspectives of the same state.

Effects on nanoparticle The particle that had formed after 250 ns from the simulation using FF
2 (I e1 s2) was utilized as starting structure for other simulations with different FG-sizes (small
” s1”, medium ” s3” (σFG−FG = 1.37 ∗ small), large ” s4” (σFG−FG = 2.06 ∗ small)) and FG-
water IA strengths. Those utilized FFs 1 (I e1 s1), 3 (I e1 s3), 4 (I e1 s4), 7 (I e2 s3),
9(I e4 s1), 11 (I e4 s3) and 12 (I e4 s4), here ordered by increasing FG-water IA strength
and within that by increasing FG size, to gain further insight on the effects of those parameters.
Images of respective result can be seen in figure 21.

Interestingly, the FFs with a strong FG-water IA and a bigger FG size, namely FFs 11 (I e4 s3,
εFG−w = 3 ∗ weakest, FG-size = medium) and 12 (I e4 s4, εFG−w = 3 ∗ weakest, FG-size =
large), led to fast deaggregation of the nanoparticle, while the strong IA with a weaker FG-
water IA, as in FF 9 (I e4 s1, εFG−w = 3 ∗ weakest, FG-size = small), did only reduce the
nanoparticle’s internal order (figure 29). The weaker IAs with those bigger head sizes in FFs 3
(I e1 s3, εFG−w = weakest, FG-size = medium), 4 (I e1 s4, εFG−w = weakest, FG-size = large)
and 7 (I e2 s3, εFG−w = 2∗weakest, FG-size = medium) in comparison only led to a loss in order,
yet did not split the aggregate. When starting from the random mixture, those FFs all led to small
disordered aggregates, the actual size and local order (distance dependent nematic order, figures
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(a) started from mix (b) started from np

Figure 19: Distance dependent nematic order of systems containing 130 fC23 molecules, using
a weak FG-water IA (FFs 1 (I e1 s1), 2 (I e1 s2), 3 (I e1 s3) and 4 (I e1 s4)). Comparison of
different FG-sizes started from a: mixed setup b: nanoparticle, with slightly stronger FG-water IA
FF 7 (I e2 s3) added.

19 and 25) however depending on FG size and FG-water IA. End to end distances (figures 20, 22
and 23, timeseries in figures 82, 84, 86, 88, 90, 92 and 94 in the appendix)
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(a) (b) RDFs

Figure 20: a: End to end distance distributions of systems with 130 fC23 molecules using small
(” s1”) FG sizes, averaged over the last 100 frames (0.5 ns) of respective simulations (I e1 s1 350
ns, I e4 s1 100 ns, others 150 ns). np start is the afore mentioned nanoparticle formed after 250 ns
simulation with FF 2. Systems described with np in front started from that nanoparticle. They
are compared to the start from the mixed setup. b: RDFs for those systems at the same times,
averaged over 1000 frames (5ns).
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Figure 21: Images of systems set up as nanoparticle containing 130 fC23 molecules, propagated
with FFs 1 (I e1 s1), 2 (I e1 s2), 3 (I e1 s3), 4 (I e1 s4), 7 (I e2 s3), 8 (I e3 s2), 9 (I e4 s1), 10
(I e4 s2), 11 (I e4 s3) and 12 (I e4 s4). Where displayed, thin blue boxes indicate edges of the
periodic simulation box. Cyan chains represent alkane groups and red beads FGs. Water is not
shown for clarity. Images encased by a same colored box (colors correspond to colors in table 2)
show different perspectives of the same state and are separated by a black line, if no periodic box
is displayed. If same IA strengths were used, systems with larger FG-sizes are positioned further
left.
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(a) (b) RDFs

Figure 22: a: End to end distance distributions of systems with 130 fC23 molecules using medium
(” s3”) FG sizes, averaged over last 100 frames (0.5 ns) of respective simulations (I e2 s3 400 ns,
others 150 ns). np start is the afore mentioned nanoparticle , which systems described with np
in front started from. Comparison to the systems started from mixed setup. b: RDFs of systems
using FG-size medium ( s3), averaged over last 1000 frames (5 ns).

(a) FG-size medium* (b) FG-size large

Figure 23: End to end distance distributions of systems with 130 fC23 molecules averaged over
the last 100 frames (0.5 ns) of respective simulations. Using a: medium* (” s2”) FG sizes (I e1 s2
450 ns (200 ns after np formation), others 200 ns); b: large (” s4”) FG sizes (I e1 s4 and I e4 s4
100 ns, others 150 ns). np start is the afore mentioned nanoparticle, of which systems with np in
front started from. Comparison to respective systems started from mixed setup.
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(a) weak IAs (b) strong IAs

Figure 24: RDFs of systems with 130 fC23 molecules averaged over the last 1000 frames (5 ns) of
respective simulations. a: weak FG-water IAs (I e1 s3 (3) 150 ns both, I e1 s4 (4) 150 ns start np,
100 ns start mixed); b: weak FG-water IAs (I e4 s3 (11) 150 ns both, I e4 s4 (12) 150 ns start
np, 100 ns start mixed). np start is the afore mentioned nanoparticle, of which systems with np
in front started from. Comparison to respective systems started from mixed setup.

(a) started from mix (b) started from np

Figure 25: Distance dependent nematic order of systems containing 130 fC23 molecules, using a
strong FG-water IA (FFs 9 (I e4 s1), 10 (I e4 s2), 11 (I e4 s3) and 12 (I e4 s4)). Comparison of
different FG-sizes started from a: mixed setup b: nanoparticle.
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(a) weak IAs (b) medium sized FG (c) strong IAs

Figure 26: Effect comparisons of changing FG-water IA strengths and FG-sizes of the nanoparticle
setup onto molecule internal order.
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Testing FF 7 onto mixed setup Using FF 7 (I e2 s3) onto the mixed set up system also led
to small disordered aggregates (figure 28). This simulation was run up to 400 ns simulated time,
to see if any aggregate would start to order itself or if a significantly larger aggregate would form,
of which neither did occur. The distance dependent nematic order (figure 27) actually was very
similar to the system using FF 11 (I e4 s3), which also can be said about molecule internal order
(figure 29, timeseries in figure 93 in the appendix), chain correlation and end to end distance
distribution (figure 22). Comparing this result with the usage of the same parameters onto the
nanoparticle indicates, that the transition between small aggregates and nanoparticle is kineticly
hindered.

Figure 27: Comparison of distance dependent nematic order of system using FG-size medium ( s3)
(FFs 3 (I e1 s3), 7 (I e2 s3) and 11 (I e4 s3)), averaged over 10 frames.

In general, fusion of aggregates slowed down much faster with strong FG-water IAs than when
employing the weak IAs, which led to a higher number of small aggregates. A possible explanation
might be, that stronger FG-water IAs prohibit or at least disfavor fusion of hydrophilic areas
with hydrophilic areas or the hydrophobic rim of ohter aggregates. Also due to the stronger twist
coverage of hydrophilic rims with FGs gets better.
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Figure 28: Images of mixed set up systems containing 130 fC23 molecules, propagated with FFs
3 (I e1 s3), 7 (I e2 s3) and 11 (I e4 s3). Thin blue boxes indicate edges of the periodic simulation
box. Cyan chains represent alkane groups and red beads FGs. Water is not shown for clarity.
Images encased by a same colored box (colors correspond to colors in table 2) show different
perspectives of the same state.

(a) Internal order (b) Chain correlation

Figure 29: a: Molecule internal order of systems with 130 fC23 molecules using medium (” s3”)
FG sizes, averaged over 10 frames (0.5 ns) of respective simulations (I e1 s3 (3, 150 ns), I e2 s3
(7, 400 ns) and I e4 s3 (11, 150 ns)). b: Time evolution of chain correlations on different length
scales of those systems.
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Testing very strong IAs A system that used FF 16 (I e8 s2, εFG−w = 10∗weakest, εFG−FG =
10 ∗ weakest, FG-size = medium*) yielded very small disordered aggregates, which were prone to
sticking onto each other with their FGs and thus formed a network of aggregates (figure 30). The
end to end distance displayed an interesting multimodal distribution. A broad peak containing
the global maxima at about 24 Å, quite sharp local maxima at just above 5 Å still with high
probabilities and broader distribution at approx. 11 Å. Distances between the last two mentioned
have very small probabilities. When comparing this with the RDF, having the strong FG-water
IA in mind, an obvious reason presents itself. The distinct peak at above 5 Å is a result of solvent
separated ends, whilst the distribution at 11 Å is basically the same, with a FG from another
molecule in between. This shows, that the IA is too strong and thus after this the I e8 s2 FF
was not used again.

Figure 30: Images of mixed set up systems containing 130 fC23 molecules, propagated with FF
16 (I e8 ss). Thin blue boxes indicate edges of the periodic simulation box. Cyan chains represent
alkane groups and red beads FGs. Water is not shown for clarity. Images encased by the same
black box show different perspectives of the same state.

Systems with 547 fC23 molecules
FF 2 (I e1 s2), which yielded interesting results in the smaller systems, was also used with an

increased number of molecules. Thus simulations containing 547 fC23 molecules, with a water/CS
ratio of 9.54 starting from a mixed setup have been created (Total number of CG-beads: 132581,
water molecules: 120000). Additionally FFs 13 (I e5 s2), 14 (I e6 s2), 15 (I e7 s2) and S2 (Mol-
NaCl), excluding the last mentioned ordered by increasing FG-water IA strength, were also tested
with those systems.

The system which used the weakest FG-water IA FF 2 (I e1 s2, εFG−w = weakest, FG-
size = medium*) rapidly formed a single, large aggregate, consisting of 2 subsections (figure 32).
The small subsection was embedded on part a hydrophilic area of the big one, facing it with an
hydrophilic area and part of the hydrophobic rim. The small subsection did move quite significantly
on that surface. The big subsections shape roughly resembled a hexagon. Although formation of
an ordered particle for this chain length does not represent experimental behavior, this system
was explored further due to occurrence of interesting properties. Since no fusion of the crystalline
parts occurred until 250 ns simulated time, the system was heated up to 330 K over a period of
10 ns, with a heating rate of 3 K/ns. During the 50 ns simulated at that temperature the small
subsection melt, forming a drop, whilst the big one merely lost some order, mainly at the hexagon
edges. Despite the elevated temperature, no fusion took place. The system then was cooled down
again over 50 ns to 300 K, with a cooling rate of -0.6 K/ns and further 50 ns at 300 K were
simulated, during which the small domain did not crystallize again. Afterwards, the system was
heated to 360 K over 20 ns with a heating rate of 3 K/ns. During 50 ns simulated time at these
conditions, the particle lost its structure, melted and formed a drop. The system then was cooled
down over 50 ns with a cooling rate of -1.2 K/ns to 300 K. In the 50 ns after cooling, the drop
started crystallizing and formed a multicrystalline particle again, yet with more domains, retaining
an overall drop-like shape. Excerpts of the molecule internal order distribution can be seen in figure
31 (timeseries in figure 95 in the appendix) and show, that barely any order is left in the molten
droplet (cyan line 480 ns). The distance dependent nematic order (figure 33) shows, that before
melting good alignment of chains was present even on long distances. The multicrystalline partcile
after recrystallization also shows very good alignment on short distances, yet falls off quickly with
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longer distances because the domains are not aligned with each other. The chain correlation (figure
35) shows a big difference between length 3 and 5 and 7 in the molten aggregate (approx. 420 to
540 ns) which indicates that some short ranged internal order is still left within the molecules.

Figure 31: Molecule internal order of the system containing 547 fC23 molecules using FF 2 (I e1 s2)
at different times (250 ns: before first heating; 310 ns: 330 K, molten small domain; 480 ns: 360
K, molten alkane droplet; 580 ns: 300 K, multicrystalline particle).

Trying to obtain disordered aggregates instead of a crystalline particle with the fC23 molecules,
FFs with stronger FG-water IAs, namely FFs 15 (I e7 s2), 14 (I e6 s2) and 13 (I e5 s2), ordered
by decreasing FG-water IA strength, were tested with the same setup.

Employing I e7 s2 (FF 15, εFG−w = 10 ∗ weakest, FG-size = medium*), which has a much
stronger FG-water IA no aggregates that show a particular order were formed. Instead, like when
using FF 16 (I e8 s2, εFG−w = 10 ∗ weakest, εFG−FG = 10 ∗ weakest, FG-size = medium*),
which has stronger IA between functional groups, onto the 130 residue system, small disordered
aggregates stacked with their hydrophilic areas onto each other (figure 34), yet solvent separated.
This again originates from the really strong FG-water IA.

So, FFs with not as overly strong FG-water IAs were tested (FFs 14 (I e6 s2, εFG−w =
5∗weakest, FG-size = medium*) and 13 (I e5 s2, εFG−w = 3.75∗weakest), FG-size = medium*),
here ordered by decreasing FG-water IA strength. In both, aggregation very quickly slows down,
so that the number of aggregates stays high and therefore mostly small clusters are observed. Only
minuscule partial alignment of neighboring chain was observed in both cases, limited to very short
distances (figure 33), the FF with stronger FG-water IA yielding lower values even than the other
(figure 33). The chains in both cases were mostly random coils (figure 35), the order and therefore
also end to end distance being slightly higher with the weaker FG-water IA.

The NaCl forcefield of Molinero (Mol-NaCl (S2)) was utilized on this system as well. Since
the formed aggregates were very prone to stacking at hydrophilic areas, mediated by the sodium
atoms, a kind of tubular network formed, that partially spanned the whole box length. Trying to
bypass that effect, the water/CS ratio was increased. Only results of the bigger system are shown.

The total number of CG-beads was increased to 162581 (Number of water molecules: 148906,
number of sodium beads: 1094).The box dimensions did rise from about 157 Å on each cube edge
to about 169 Å. Yet still, although the water/CS ratio was increased to 11.8, which equals an
increase of slightly over 23%, formation of a tubular network occurred (figure 36). Although it did
not span over the periodic box edges simulations with this forcefield were discontinued due to the
stacking.
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Figure 32: Images of systems containing 547 fC23 molecules, propagated with FFs 2 (I e1 s2),
13 (I e5 s2) and 14 (I e6 s2). Where displayed, thin blue boxes indicate edges of the periodic
simulation box. Cyan chains represent alkane groups and red beads FGs. Water is not shown
for clarity. Images encased by a same colored box (colors correspond to colors in table 2) show
different perspectives of the same state and are separated by a black line, if no periodic box is
displayed. If not indicated otherwise, temperatures are 300 K. Temperatures only refer to the
current system temperature and information about heating rates etc. can not be derived from here
presented images.
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(a) End to end distance distributions (b) Distance dependent nematic order

Figure 33: a: End to end distance distributions of systems with 547 fC23 molecules using medium*
(” s2”) FG sizes, averaged over the last 100 frames (0.5 ns) of respective simulations (I e1 s2 580
ns, I e6 s2 500 ns, others 250 ns). b: Distance dependent nematic order of same systems.

Figure 34: Results of simulating the system containing 547 fC23 molecules using FF 15 (I e7 s2).
Blue boxes indicate edges of the periodic box. Cyan chains represent alkane beads, red beads FGs.
Water is not shown for clarity. Images encased by the same black box show different perspectives
of the same state. Stacking of the aggregates’ hydrophilic areas onto each other and resulting
formation of a periodic network can be seen.

(a) Internal order distributions (b) Chain correlations

Figure 35: a: Molecule internal order distributions averaged over 10 frames (0.5 ns) of systems
containing 547 fC23 molecules, using FFs 2 (I e1 s2, 250 ns), 13 (I e5 s2, 250 ns), 14 (I e6 s2,
500 ns), 15 (I e7 s2, 250 ns) and S2 (250 ns). b: Time evolutions of chain correlations on different
length scales of mentioned 547 systems.
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Figure 36: Results of simulating the system containing 547 fC23 molecules using FF S2. Blue
boxes indicate edges of the periodic box. Cyan chains represent alkane beads, red beads chlorine
and grey beads sodium. Water is not shown for clarity. Images encased by the same black box
show different perspectives of the same state. Stacking of the aggregates’ hydrophilic areas onto
each other with some sodium connecting them and resulting formation of a periodic network can
be seen.
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5.2.2 fC48-systems

General remarks about behavior of properties
Ordered particles usually consist of fully stretched alkanes, although also some back bent chains

occur, usually in molecules close to the hydrophobic rims of the particles. The alkanes of lesser
ordered aggregates in comparison are comparably to random chains and therefore their end to
end distances are smaller than those of fully extended molecules and usually display a broader
distribution. This leads to an end to end distance distribution with maxima at about 60 Å and
much smaller local maxima at about 5 to 10 Å (dependent on FG size and FG-water IA) for ordered
aggregates, and maxima at about 45 Å for disordered aggregates.

Systems with 132 fC48 molecules
The systems contain 132 fC48 molecules with a water/CS ratio of 6.47 (Total number of CG-

beads: 47336, 41000 are water molecules). The parameters that were tested with the fC23-systems
were predominantly later also employed on these systems as comparison of long to short chains.
First FG-water IA strengths of FFs using FG-size medium* (” s2”) are shown and compared with
each other. Next, the effects of changing the FG-size with two different FG-water IA strengths
are discussed. In one of those simulations (using FF 1 (I e1 s1)) an ordered nanoparticle had
formed. So the effects of changing the FG-water IA strength and FG-size with that nanoparticle
as starting structure are demonstrated. Then results using FF 7 (I e2 s3) onto the mixed setup,
which yielded promising results in simulations with 130 fC23 molecules, are shown.

Following that fC48 systems containing 547 fC48 telechelics will be discussed.
Comparison of different FG-water IA strenghts Utilization of the weakest tested FG-water
IA with FF 2 (I e1 s2, εFG−w = weakest, FG-size = medium*) led to quick formation of a
single aggregate. At first however, it consisted of two separate domains. This caused the distance
dependent nematic order (figure 38) to show a fast decline with increasing distance. The chains
themselves were stretched out nicely in both domains, which results in high values for molecule
internal order and also for chain correlation on different length scales. The end to end distance
(figure 39,timeseries in figure 100 in the appendix) showed a bimodal distribution, maxima at
about 59 Å and small local maxima at about 5 Å, indicating hair-pin loops in several molecules.
Distances between 20 and 45 Å showed only very small probabilities, which means that most
molecules either were stretched out or formed tight loops.

Since after 200 ns simulated time, the two domains did not align, the system was heated at
first to 330K over a period of 30 ns with a heating rate of 1 K per ns, and since no alignment
took place for 50 ns at that temperature, it was heated over 20 ns by additional 20K to 350 K
with the same heating rate. Whilst a noticeable decrease in chain order, as observed by molecule
internal order and chain correlation on different length scales (figure 40), did occur already during
the heating, a significant change of distance dependent nematic order (figure 41 a) occurred after
the system temperature reached 350 K. It did not decline however, but did increase for longer
distances, the reason being alignment of the two crystal domains. After approximately 31 ns at
that temperature (331 ns simulated time), the domain border has faded, yielding a particle with
twisted alkane chains. It however had a few FGs incorporated into the hydrophobic bulk. About
29 ns later (at 350 ns simulated time), the system temperature was set to 300 K again and the
simulation was continued for another 150 ns. Although the molecule internal order (timeseries
in figure 100 in the appendix) did rise already after alignment of the two domains, it showed a
distribution with its maxima often times at about 0.6 to 0.8, and not that often at 0.9 and above.
The minimal assumed values however did also change, to about 0.2. This means, that most chains
were not as nicely stretched out over their whole length as before the heating. This is probably
due to the chains’ twist, since the really high averages for chain correlation (figure 40) on all tested
lengths indicate, that also quite long chain segments exhibited good alignment. During the heating
period, the end to end distance distribution (figure 39 ,timeseries in figure 100 in the appendix)
did not show any drastic changes. Afterwards however, when the particle domains had aligned, the
bimodal distribution became more distinct, showing very small probabilities for distances between
about 12 and 45 Å, if any probability at all.
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Figure 37: Images of systems using different FG-water IA strengths and FG-size medium*. Blue
boxes represent edges of the periodic boxes and are only shown for starting structures. Water
is not shown for clarity. Cyan chains are alkane groups, red beads represent FGs. Times show
simulated time between respective state images. Temperatures describe system temperatures at
the respective time and hold no information about the heating itself. Images in one box represent
the respective system at the same timestep from different perspectives. If multiple aggregates are
present at a timestep, different perspectives are separated by a black line. Coloring of the boxes is
in accordance with coloring in table 2.

To test the effects of strengthening the FG-water IA, FFs 14 (I e6 s2, εFG−w = 5 ∗ weakest,
FG-size = medium*), 10 (I e4 s2, εFG−w = 3 ∗ weakest, FG-size = medium*) and 8 (I e3 s2,
εFG−w = 2.5 ∗ weakest, FG-size = medium*), ordered by decreasing FG-water IA strength, were
employed onto the mixed setup system as well. In all systems, the bigger aggregates did order
themselves upon reaching a certain size, forming particles with slight twists of the alkane chains,
whilst small aggregates remained orb shaped micelles (figure 37). For the strongest IA however,
the number of aggregates remained higher, thus yielding fewer aggregates that passed the critical
size. Also, the maximum aggregate size was smaller than for the other two systems. The distance
dependent nematic order (figure 41) for FFs 10 (I e4 s2) and 8 (I e3 s2) (FFs with weaker
FG-water IA in this instance) did assume high values at short distances and decreased on longer
distances, also dependent on the aggregate sizes currently in the system. The system utilizing
14 (I e6 s2) (strongest IA of current comparison) however only formed one ordered aggregate in
the simulated time and thus the distance dependent nematic order remained very small even on
short distances upon reaching the time when that particle ordered. The molecule internal order
and chain correlation in general increased upon ordering of particles (figure 40). In these systems,
the behavior of the end to end distance distribution (figure 39, timeseries in figures 102, 103 and
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(a) (b)

Figure 38: Distance dependent nematic orders of systems containing 132 fC48 molecules using weak
FG-water IA (” e1”) averaged over 10 frames (0.5 ns). a: Comparison of systems using FFs 1
(I e1 s1) and 2 (I e1 s2) at different times (remind different temperatures at/between timestamps).
b: Comparison of different FG-sizes.

104 in the appendix) for ordered and disordered particles can be seen very well, especially in the
systems with lower FG-water IA strengths, due to the small number of aggregates later on in the
simulations. The ordered particles yielded end to end distances with maxima at about 59 Å and
smaller local maxima at about 6 Å, while disordered particles contained mostly chains with an end
to end distance of about 30 to 40 Å.
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(a) End to end distance distribution (b) RDFs

Figure 39: a: End to end distance probabilities of systems using FG-size ” s2”, each line being an
average of 100 frames (0.5 ns) (I e1 s2 500 ns, I e3 s2 100 ns, I e4 s2 300 ns, I e6 s2 250 ns). b:
Respective RDFs, averaged over 1000 frames (5ns).

(a) Internal order distributions (b) chain correlations

Figure 40: a: Molecule internal order distribution probabilities of systems using FG-size ” s2”,
average of 10 eveluated each 10 frames (0.5 ns) (I e1 s2 120 ns, I e3 s2 100 ns, I e4 s2 300 ns,
I e6 s2 250 ns). b: Internal chain correlation time evolutions on different length scales of those
systems.
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Figure 41: Comparison of distance dependent nematic order of systems containing 132 fC48
molecules using FFs 8 (I e3 s2), 10 (I e4 s2) and 14 (I e6 s2).
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FG-size comparisons Since changing FG sizes yielded interesting results for the fC23 systems,
it was repeated now with the longer chain systems although at first limited to two IA strengths.
Thus simulations using FFs 1 (I e1 s1, εFG−w = weakest, FG-size = small), 3 (I e1 s3, εFG−w =
weakest, FG-size = medium), 4 (I e1 s4, εFG−w = weakest, FG-size = large), 9 (I e4 s1, FG-size
= small), 11 (I e4 s3, FG-size = medium) and 12 (I e4 s4, FG-size = large) were performed.

(a) ” e1” FFs (b) ” e4” FFs

Figure 42: RDFs of systems containing 132 fC48 molecules using a: weak FG-water IA (” e1”): b:
stronger FG-water IA (” e4””), averaged over 1000 frames (5 ns).

Reducing FG-size on the strong IA (I e4 s1 FF 9, εFG−w = 3 ∗ weakest, FG-size = small)
led to formation of multiple aggregates (figure 44). Aggregates that contained more molecules
did order themselves, aligning their chains with a slight twist. The RDF (figure 42 b) shows that
forming direct contact between FGs competes with solvent separation of FGs. Where alignment
occurred it was quite thorough, leading to well extended chains. This can be observed by the
molecule internal order (timeseries in figure 113 in the appendix), showing very low probabilities
between about 0.2 and 0.4, smaller values for unordered aggregates being occupied more often, yet
not as often and thus with smaller probabilities as values above 0.4. This is due to there being
more ordered aggregates than unordered ones in the system. The end to end distance distribution
(timeseries in figure 113 in the appendix) behaves similar to the system utilizing FF 10 (I e4 s2)
(40 a), the difference being a broader distribution around the maxima at about 59 Å, yet a tighter
distribution around 35, lower probabilities at about 5 and an area of very low probability from
about 10 to 30 Å.

Increasing the FG-size led to smaller aggregates and thus to a higher number of them, larger
FGs leading to more and thus mostly smaller aggregates. In the system utilizing I e4 s3 (FF
11, εFG−w = 3 ∗ weakest, FG-size = medium), only the biggest aggregate showed some chain
alignment, again with a twist (figure 44). The distance dependent nematic order confirms that,
since it assumes low values on most distances (figure 43 b). This aggregate however formed really
fast at the start of the simulation and did not show further growth later on. This could mean that
this aggregate size and bigger ones are not actually favored, but came to be because of the initial
system settings with a high alkane concentration. What that shows however, is that sufficiently
big aggregates will most likely show some chain alignment, when given enough time to order. The
RDF (figure 42 b) shows a first maximum below 8 Å for FG-FG distance, which is about twice
the value of the first maximum of FG-water RDF, thus corresponding to solvent separated FGs. A
second, local maximum is observed at about 11 Å, which probably represents FGs separated by two
water molecules. A small, yet noticeable FG-FG RDF at distances of about 3.8 to 5 Å shows that
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(a) End to end distance distributions (b) Distance dependent nematic order

Figure 43: a: End to end distance probabilities of systems containing 132 fC48 molecules using
FG-sizes ” s1” and ” s4”, each line being an average of 100 frames (0.5 ns) (I e1 s1 500 ns, I e1 s4
100 ns, I e4 s1 300 ns, I e4 s4 100 ns). b: Distance dependent nematic order of systems combining
strong (” e4”) FG-water IAs with different FG-sizes.

there is still some competition between formation of direct FG-FG and solvent separated contacts,
however shifted towards favoring the solvent separated state compared to the system with the
smallest FG-size. This can also be seen in the end to end distance distribution (timeseries in figure
115 in the appendix), which only shows significant probabilities above about 7 Å. In general, the
end to end distances are broadly distributed, higher probabilities occurring from about 15 to 50
Å. High distances at about 59 Å are only observed after about 250 ns simulated time.

The largest FG size was tested with I e4 s4 (FF 12, εFG−w = 3 ∗ weakest, FG-size = large).
The aggregates remained small and did not show alignment (figure 43 b), the chains themselves
being mostly random coils (figure 44). Since no significant changes were observed after the initial
aggregate formation, and ordering with I e4 s3 only occurred for the biggest aggregate, which as
previously discussed is assumed to be a metastable state towards cleavage into smaller aggregates,
the simulation was discontinued after 100 ns. Regarding RDF (figure 42 b), the trend that could
be seen by comparing the previously mentioned systems with smaller FG-sizes continues. Barely
any direct FG-FG contacts are formed, as can be seen by the very small RDF values between 6
and 8 Å, and also FG-FG contacts separated by a single molecule, which occur at about 9.5 Å are
few. Highest observed FG-FG RDF is at about 13 Å, which corresponds to FGs separated by two
water molecules. At that distance, there are also maxima in the end to end distance distribution
(figure 43 a, timeseries in figure 116 in the appendix), which shows significant probabilities only
above about 9 Å. Maximum observed end to end distances are at about 53 Å, high probabilities
occurring from about 13 to 40 Å.
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Figure 44: Images of systems using strong FG-water IA strength (” e4”) and different FG-sizes.
Blue boxes represent edges of the periodic boxes and are only shown for starting structures. Water
is not shown for clarity. Cyan chains are alkane groups, red beads represent FGs. Times show
simulated time between respective state images. Temperatures describe system temperatures at
the respective time and hold no information about the heating itself. Images in one box represent
the respective system at the same timestep from different perspectives. If multiple aggregates are
present at a given timestep, different perspectives are separated by a black line. Coloring of the
boxes is in accordance with coloring in table 2. The lowest described system actually uses I e4 s4,
not I e4 s3 as displayed.
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(a) Internal order distributions (b) Chain correlations

Figure 45: a: Molecule internal order distributions of systems containing 132 fC48 molecules using
weak FG-water IA (” e1”) averaged over 10 frames (I e1 s4 80 ns, others 120 ns). b: Internal chain
correlation time evolutions of respective systems.
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With the weaker IAs (I e1 s[1-4]), bigger FG-sizes led to slower fusion of aggregates and a more
pronounced twist of the chains when aggregates ordered themselves (figure 48).

(a) small FG (b) medium * FG

Figure 46: Molecule internal order of systems containing 132 fC48 molecules using weak FG-water
IA (” e1”) averaged over 10 frames. a: Comparison of system using FF 1 (I e1 s1); b: comparison
of system using FF 2 (I e1 s2), both at different times (remind different temperatures at/between
timestamps).

With FF 3 (I e1 s3, FG-size = medium) multiple ordered aggregates had formed at first, the
alignment of the molecules showing a twist. Later on, the aggregates fused to yield one big ordered
aggregate, the chains’ twist still present. For the sake of comparability, after 120 ns simulated time,
the system was heated analogous to the system using FF 2 (I e1 s2) to 330 K over a period of 330
K with a heating rate of 1 K/ns. After 50 ns were simulated at that temperature, the system was
heated up to 350 K over a period of 20 ns with a heating rate 1 K/ns and held at that temperature
for additional 50 ns. Due to the twist of the alkane chains, the distance dependent nematic order
(figure 53 b) showed a fast decline upon increasing distance. The end to end distances (figure 52
b, timeseries in figure 107 in the appendix) had highest probability at about 59 Å, small local
maxima at 6 Å and very low probabilities between 11 to 40 Å. This, as well as the high values
for molecule internal order (figure 45) and chain correlation show, that the molecules are mostly
stretched out. The RDF (figure 42) shows, that formation of direct FG-FG contacts is favored
over solvent separated contacts. This can be seen by the fact that the shortest distance is very
close to the FG-FGs shortest distance, despite the σFG−FG being 0.392 Å larger. The maximum
in water density is presumably predominantly caused by the water surrounding the aggregates,
since no aggregate stacking was observed. The reason for this favoring of direct contacts over
solvent separated ones despite the FG-water IA being more than twice as strong as the FG-FG IA
is probably the ordering effect of alkane crystallization.

Changing to the largest FG-size (I e1 s4 FF 4, εFG−w = weakest,FG-size = large), aggregate
fusion slowed down earlier, leading to 4 aggregates after 100 ns simulated time, only the biggest
one exhibiting significant chain alignment. Also molecule internal order (figure 45) and chain
correlation show that most chains were random coils, yet both increased slowly with time. End to
end distance (figure 43, timeseries in figure 109 in the appendix) showed a broad distribution with
maxima at about 45 Å. Judging from the RDFs (figure 42 a), which show low water concentration
even for the maximum at contact distances towards FGs and a maximum in FG-FG RDF at values
slightly higher than its σFG−FG, direct FG-FG contacts seem to be favored over solvent separated
ones.
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Figure 47: End to end distance probabilities at about 120, 350 and 500 ns of the system using FF
1 (I e1 s1). Each line represents an average over 100 frames (0.5 ns) before the displayed time.

A nicely ordered particle was obtained when using I e1 s1 (1, εFG−w = weakest, FG-size =
small), which has a much smaller FG size than the previously mentioned system. RDFs (figure
42 a) here clearly show a favoring of direct FG-FG contacts over solvent separated ones, since
both σ-values are the same, FG-FG RDF however rising earlier and much steeper than FG-water
RDF. The first peak in FG-FG RDF exhibits a shoulder at values below 4 Å, which probably is
an effect of the FGs being noticeably smaller than the methylene atoms. After 120 ns simulated
time, the system was heated to 330 K over a period of 30 ns with a heating rate of 1 K/ns, because
some alkane molecules were attached onto a hydrophilic area of the particle surface, basically
residing side on, creating many FG-alkane contacts. The system then was simulated 50 ns at that
temperature, afterwards, due to a mistake, the system was set to 300 K and over a period of 30 ns
was heated to 330 K again and simulated further 50 ns at that temperature. Then it was heated
over 20 ns to 350 K with a heating rate of 1 K/ns, at which it was simulated 50 ns. At this point,
no more functionalized alkanes were attached onto the hydrophilic area of the nanoparticle, but
became part of the particle domain as well. Afterwards it was propagated further 150 ns at 300 K
without initial stepwise cooling, during which the last remaining chain also integrated itself into
the particle.

During the first 120 ns, distance dependent nematic order (38 a) mainly increased with time
on all length scales, excluding distances shorter than contact distance. During the fist heating, it
remained constant, showing a slight increase during the following 50 ns. When heating again from
300 to 330 K, the distance dependent nematic order slightly decreased again. During the heating
to 350 K, a minuscule decrease of order is observed, whilst a much more significant decline can be
observed in the subsequent 50 ns at 350 K.

The molecule internal order and chain correlation showed that most molecules were aligned very
nicely over long distances. End to end distance (figure 43, timeseries in figure 105 in the appendix)
developed a bimodal distribution after about 60 ns, which became ever more distinct until about
280 ns, high maxima with a tight distribution at about 59 Å and small local maxima at about 5 Å,
also narrowly distributed. Distances between about 13 to 43 Å had very low probabilities. Upon
heating to 350 K, the maxima distributions broadened towards that region of intermediate end to
end distances, narrowing in the region of very low probabilities towards about 18 to 35 Å.

Extending the simulation with a temperature of 300 K again, the area of very low probability in
end to end distance broadened again to values between about 12 to 48 Å. Probabilities at different
timesteps of the simulation can be seen in figure 47 or the entire timeseries in figure 105 in the
appendix.
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The nanoparticle that formed after 350 ns (the last step at 350 K) was used as starting structure
with other FFs as well, to more directly see the change in behavior.
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Figure 48: Images of systems using weak FG-water IA strength (” e1”) and different FG-sizes.
Blue boxes represent edges of the periodic boxes and are only shown for starting structures. Water
is not shown for clarity. Cyan chains are alkane groups, red beads represent FGs. Times show
simulated time between respective state images. Temperatures describe system temperatures at
the respective time and hold no information about the heating itself. Images in one box represent
the respective system at the same timestep from different perspectives. If multiple aggregates are
present at a given timestep, different perspectives are separated by a black line. Coloring of the
boxes is in accordance with coloring in table 2. The system on the bottom actually used I e1 s4.
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Nanoparticle comparisons So the nanoparticle was simulated with FFs 2 (I e1 s2), 3 (I e1 s3),
9 (I e4 s1), 12 (I e4 s4) and later also with 5 (I e2 s1) and 7 (I e2 s3), to compare effects
of different FG-sizes and FG-water IA strengths onto an already formed nanoparticle. All those
simulations set the system temperature to 300 K right from their starts.

Figure 49: Pictures of the system forming the nanoparticle using FF 1 and effects of changing the
FF to displayed ones. Images in the same box represent the same system at one timestep from
different perspectives. Coloring of the boxes is in accordance with coloring in table 2.

The system using the largest FGs, namely the one using FF 12 (I e4 s4, εFG−w = 3∗weakest,
FG-size = large), had to be energy minimized and thus was also equilibrated, due to the significant
increase in FG size that caused too strong overlap of some atoms. Already after the equilibration
was done, the particle was much more frayed. The chains also tilted strongly towards the particle
z-axis, effectively reducing its height. This also altered the particle shape significantly, stretching it
along one dimension and also forming a slight curvature (figure 49). In contrast to the fC23 system
that started as nanoparticle and used the same FF, this particle did not separate into multiple
disordered aggregates. The maximum probability of end to end distance (figure 50 b, timeseries in
figure 117 in the appendix) very quickly decreased from about 59 Å to yield a broad distribution
from 40 to 57 Å. Very distinct local maxima are observed at approx. 9 and 12 Å, which correspond
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very nicely to the first two maxima in the FG-FG RDF curve of the mixed set up system (figure
42 b). Distance dependent nematic order (figure 51 b) fell off very fast on longer distances in the
beginning of the simulation. Chain self-alignment, as shown by molecule internal order (timeseries
in figure 117) and even better by chain correlation (figure 55 b), decreased steeply in the first few
ns of the simulation and did not alter much later on.

(a) small FG-sizes (b) large FG-sizes

Figure 50: Comparison of end to end distance distributions utilizing stronger FFs (” e2” and ” e4”)
onto systems set up as nanoparticle (np) and mixed.

Utilization of FF 9 (I e4 s1, εFG−w = 3 ∗ weakest, FG-size = small) did not change the
particle shape noticeably. The distance dependent nematic order (figure 51 b) decreased for longer
distances, but did not show an as steep decline as for the mixed system, which is to be expected,
since here only one particle is present. The molecule internal order distribution (timeseries in figure
114 in the appendix() shows much more discrete maxima and very small, if any, probability below
0.4, which serves as additional indication that the values from about 0 to 0.2 in the mixed system
simulation arise from the disordered aggregates. Chain correlation (figure 55 b) shows, that the
self alignment of the molecules did not change significantly and was comparable to values of the
mixed set up system. The end to end distance distribution (figure 50 a, timeseries in figure 114 in
the appendix) shows broadening of the area of very low probabilities to range from about 12 to 45
Å. The small local maxima occur at about 6 Å, whereas in the systems utilizing weak FG-water IA
strengths (FFs 2 (I e1 s2), 3 (I e1 s3)), which both also use larger FGs, they occur at about 5 Å
(figure 52 a,b), which additionally shows that there is a strong tendency to form solvent separated
contacts.

Usage of FF 2 (I e1 s2, εFG−w = weakest, FG-size = medium*) onto the nanoparticle broad-
ened the area of very low probability in end to end distance (figure 52, timeseries in figure 101
in the appendix) to a range from about 10 to 48 Å and increased the probability at about 59 Å.
This is likely caused by the lower temperature of 300 K. The distance dependent nematic order
(figure 53 b), molecule internal order (timeseries in figure 101) and chain correlation (figure 55
a) all showed similar behavior, in that the order overall at first increased, but later on decreased
again. FG-FG and FG-water RDFs (figure 54 b) are basically identical to those of the mixed set
up system using the same FF when regarding distances of the maxima, the height of the FG-FG
RDF assuming higher values for the start from the nanoparticle.

Changing the FG size by utilizing FF 3 (I e1 s3, εFG−w = weakest, FG-size = medium) did
not affect the particle’s shape in a significant way (figure 49). RDF curves (figure 54 b) are mostly
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(a) ” e2” FFs (b) ” e4” FFs

Figure 51: Comparison of distance dependent nematic order utilizing stronger FFs (” e2” and
” e4”) onto systems set up as nanoparticle (np) and mixed.

the same as in the respective mixed set up system, only the actual values for the first maximum
being about 40 instead of 25. Broadening of the area of very low probabilities in the end to end
distance distribution (figure 52 b, timeseries in figure 108 in the appendix) to a range from about
10 to 48 Å takes place approx. during the first 30 ns, presumably caused by the decrease in
temperature. Molecule internal order (timeseries in figure 108 in the appendix) behaves similar
to the previously described system using 2 (I e1 s2, εFG−w = weakest, FG-size = medium*) onto
the nanoparticle. Distance dependent nematic order (figure 54 b) and chain correlation (figure 55
a) however don’t show significant changes over extended periods of time.

Increasing the FG-water IA strength by using FF 5 (I e2 s1, εFG−w = 2 ∗weakest, FG-size =
small) did lead to an increase in distance dependent nematic order (figure 51 a) on all calculated
distances and also increase chain alignment as seen by molecule internal order (timeseries in figure
110 in the appendix) and chain correlation (figure 55 b). The end to end distance distribution
(figure 50, timeseries in figure 110 in the appendix) shows broadening of the area of very low
probabilities to values between about 11 and 47 Å. Maxima occur at about 59 Å and small local
maxima at about 5 Å. The overall shape of the particle however remained similar to the start, still
showing a twist of the alkane chains.

Utilization of FF 7 (I e2 s3, εFG−w = 2 ∗ weakest, FG-size = medium) onto the nanoparticle
leads to a slight decrease in distance dependent nematic order at first. The molecule internal order
(timeseries in figure 112 in the appendix) and chain correlation (figure 55 b) also start of declining.
All of these parameters then however rise and later fall off again. The nanoparticle’s appearance
however shows no significant changes (figure 49). End to end distance distribution (figure 50 b,
timeseries in figure 112 in the appendix) does not follow the same trend, but broadens the area of
very low probability from about 25 to 40 Å to 15 to 40 Å.
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(a) small FG-sizes (b) large FG-sizes

Figure 52: Comparison of end to end distance distributions utilizing weak FFs (” e1”) onto systems
set up as nanoparticle (np) and mixed. The nanoparticle marked with an * (np*) started from the
nanoparticle that formed using I e1 s2 (FF 2) onto the mixed system.

(a) np* comparison (b) np comparison

Figure 53: Comparison of distance dependent nematic order utilizing weak FFs (” e1”) onto sys-
tems set up as nanoparticle (np) and mixed. The nanoparticle marked with an * (np*) started
from the nanoparticle that formed using I e1 s2 (FF 2) onto the mixed system.
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(a) np* comparison (b) np comparison

Figure 54: Comparison of RDFs utilizing weak FFs (” e1”) onto systems set up as nanoparticle
(np) and mixed. The nanoparticle markend with an * (np*) started from the nanoparticle that
formed using I e1 s2 (FF 2) onto the mixed system.

(a) Chain correlations ” e1” (b) Chain correlations ” e2” and ” e4”

Figure 55: Comparison of internal chain correlations from the systems started from the nanoparticle
setup.
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Testing FF 7 (I e2 s3) Using the same parameters as in the previously described nanoparticle
system, FF 7 (I e2 s3, εFG−w = 2 ∗ weakest, FG-size = medium) onto the mixed set up system,
several aggregates had formed and the ones with higher number of molecules ordering themselves to
contain mostly stretched alkanes (figure 57). No aggregates with FG/FG- or alkane/FG-interfaces
are observed during the simulation. The number of aggregates declines slow after their initial
formation, although they quite often get close to each other, as can be seen in figure 60. Larger
aggregates tend to order themselves, small ones on the other hand remain micellar structures
without particular chain alignment. The end to end distance distribution (figure 56 a, timeseries
in figure 111 in the appendix) shows an area of high probability from about 53 to 59 Å, maxima
occurring at about 58 Å, which, at least for the most part, can be assigned to molecules in ordered
aggregates. A second area with higher probability is from about 30 to 42 Å and is most likely
predominantly generated from molecules inside unordered aggregates. After about 150 ns no
more major changes occurred in the end to end distribution until the simulation was discontinued
with 1100 ns simulated time. This is probably because the aggregates are in their favored states
corresponding to their size and since no aggregate fusion, as well as no fission, is observed after
about 110 ns simulated time, their sizes remain constant. Comparing the RDFs (figure 56 b) to
the systems with weaker (” e1”) and stronger (” e4”) FG-water IAs but using the same FG-size
(medium) one can see, that direct FG-FG contacts occur about as often as solvent separated ones.
The distance dependent nematic order (figure 59) shows, that a good amount of the system is
ordered up to a range of about 27 Å. This is likely caused by the small size of the formed particles.
Also, the disordered aggregates lower overall values for the distance dependent nematic order.

(a) End to end distance distributions (b) RDFs

Figure 56: a: End to end distance distributions of systems containing 132 fC48 molecules using
FG-size ” s3”, each line being an average of the last 100 frames (0.5 ns) (I e1 s3 350 ns, I e2 s3
1100 ns, I e4 s3 300 ns). b: RDFs of those systems averaged over the last 1000 frames (5 ns) at
the same times as in a.
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Figure 57: Images of systems using different FG-water IA strengths and FG-size medium (” s3”).
Blue boxes represent edges of the periodic boxes and are only shown for starting structures. Water
is not shown for clarity. Cyan chains are alkane groups, red beads represent FGs. Times show
simulated time between respective state images. Temperatures describe system temperatures at
the respective time and hold no information about the heating itself. Images in one box represent
the respective system at the same timestep from different perspectives. If multiple aggregates are
present at a given timestep, different perspectives are separated by a black line. Coloring of the
boxes is in accordance with coloring in table 2.
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(a) Internal order distributions (b) Chain correlations

Figure 58: Comparison of a: Molecule internal order for FFs using FG-size ” s3” (I e1 s3 120 ns,
I e2 s3 200 ns and 1100 ns, I e4 s3 300 ns) averaged over 10 frames (0.5 ns). b: Internal chain
correlation time evolutions on different length scales for systems using FFs I e1 s2, I e2 s3 and
I e4 s2.

Figure 59: Distance dependent nematic order for systems containing 132 fC48 molecules, using
medium FG-size (” s3”) onto the mixed setup.
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Figure 60: Time evolution of number of aggregates. 50 ns extraction from 900 to 950 ns of the
system using FF 7 (I e2 s3).
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As additional comparison, the nanoparticle that was formed after 350 ns in the simulation that
used FF 2 (I e1 s2, εFG−w = weakest, FG-size = medium*) and started from a random mixture
of telechelics in water, was employed as starting structure for a simulation utilizing a small FG
with FF 1 (I e1 s1, εFG−w = weakest, FG-size = small). The end to end distance distribution
(figure 54 a, timeseries in figure 106 in the appendix) shows broadening of the area of very low
probabilities to range from about 10 to 52 Å, which very likely is at least partially caused by the
lower temperature of 300 K. FG-FG and FG-water RDFs (55 a) are basically the same as the
corresponding mixed set up system using I e1 s1 (FF 1). The appearance of the particle largely
remains the same (figure 61), which also leads the distance dependent nematic order (figure 53 a)
to stay as it is for the most part. Also, few FGs still remained inside the hydrophobic bulk part
of the nanoparticle. Molecule internal order (timeseries in figure 106) behaves very similar to the
respective mixed set up system as well, in that it assumes high probabilities between Q values
of about 0.5 to 0.95, indicating ordered chains, but shows strong fluctuations. Chain correlation
averages however show only minor fluctuations for all calculated correlation lengths, which means
that the order on those length scales is preserved for the most part.

Figure 61: Evolution of the system using FF 2 (I e1 s2, εFG−w = weakest) onto the mixed setup.
The nanoparticle at 350 ns was also utilized as starting structure for a simulation using FF 1
(I e1 s1, εFG−w = weakest, σFG−FG = smallest), which has a smaller σ for the FG-FG IA,
of which the resulting structure is displayed as well. Except for the box containing the starting
structure, every box contains two images of the same system at the same timestep from different
perspectives.

Systems with 547 fC48 molecules
A small selection of FFs, that were tested with previously mentioned systems and showed

interesting behavior, was employed onto a system containing 547 fC48 molecules with a water/CS
ratio of 6.47 (Total number of CG-beads: 196159, 169903 are water molecules). These are FFs 2
(I e1 s2), 15 (I e7 s2), 10 (I e4 s2) and 7 (I e2 s3). This was done to get closer to the number of
telechelics that would be present in a nanoparticle from the experiment (1141 for a hexagon with
20 telechelics at each edge, 547 equals 14 telechelics at each edge). Resulting structures can be
seen in figures 64 and 65.

The system that uses FF 2 (I e1 s2, εFG−w = weakest, FG-size = medium*), which has
the weakest FG-water IA, aggregated rapidly, yielding 4 aggregates after 100 ns simulated time.
The two larger ones consisted of multiple crystalline domains due to previous fusion of smaller
aggregates with their respective z-axes not aligned towards each other and in one case also forming
an interface between a hydrophilic area and part of a hydrophobic rim of particles. Thus after the
first 100 ns, the system was heated up to 330 K over a period of 30 ns, meaning with a heating
rate of 1 K per ns, and then held at that temperature for 50 ns. During that time, the aggregates
fused to yield one single particle, and domain borders between hydrophobic rims vanished, which
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also led to an increase of distance dependent nematic order, especially for long distances. Also
molecule internal order and chain correlation show stretching of the chains. The domain positioned
on the hydrophilic area of the other domain however did not order themselves in conjunction with
its bordering domain. The system then was cooled down to 300 K again over a period of 50 ns
and simulated further 50 ns following that, which led to the large domain assuming a somewhat
hexagonal shape, when looking along the axis of chain alignment. Overall molecule internal order
(figure 68 a) also increased, as can be seen by the reduced probability at values below 0.4. FG-FG
and FG-water RDFs (figure 62 b) have maxima and minima at the same distances as the respective
system containing 132 fC48 telechelics.

(a) End to end distance distributions (b) RDFs

Figure 62: Comparison of systems containing 547 fC48 molecules. a: End to end distance distribu-
tions, lines are averaged over the last 100 frames (0.5 ns) of the respective simulations (I e1 s2 280
ns, I e2 s3 1500 ns, I e4 s2 330 ns, I e7 s2 100 ns). b: RDFs of respective simulations at respective
times, averaged over 1000 frames (5ns).

Since the experiment’s results indicate that the nanoparticles are singlecrystalline with func-
tional groups on top and bottom of the hexagonal particles, the FG-water IA was strengthened,
trying to obtain this behavior.

At first the FF was changed to FF 15 (I e7 s2, εFG−w = 10 ∗ weakest, FG-size = medium*),
which has a really strong FG-water IA. The simulation time was 100 ns. After initiation, a quick
formation of aggregates took place. The larger ones did show a small degree of short ranged order,
yet no long range order was observed. Their interfaces could not clearly be separated in hydrophilic
and hydrophobic regions, since FGs were quite evenly distributed. And still, aggregates that met
each other, did stick together (figure 65). This is probably a side effect of a too strong FG-water
IA, which made them stick together with a thin water layer between the interfaces. Also, many
chains had hair-pin type loops, as can be seen by the high probability of very short end to end
distances. Since the FG-FG IA remained as in FF 2 (I e1 s2), the much stronger FG-water IA
has to be the reason, which means, that the FGs are connected by water molecules. FG-FG and
FG-water RDFs indeed show that almost all FG-FG contacts are solvent separated.

So a FF with weaker FG-water IA, FF 10 (I e4 s2, εFG−w = 3∗weakest, FG-size = medium*),
was tested. A quick aggregation took place and alkanes in aggregates above a certain size ordered
themselves. They did however show a kind of twist, which leads to a fall off in nematic order
(figure 63) for longer distances. Formation of a large aggregate occurred very soon, what however
might be caused by the short distances between separate alkane chains at the start. This large
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Figure 63: Comparison of distance dependent nematic order of systems containing 547 fC48
molecules.

aggregate ordered itself, yielding a particle with two crystalline domains. Since those domains did
not align towards each other until 250 ns were simulated, the system was heated up to 330 K over
30 ns with a heating rate of 1 K per ns and then held at that temperature for further 50 ns. Yet
the domain border did not vanish.

Utilization of FF 7 (I e2 s3, εFG−w = 2 ∗ weakest, FG-size = medium), which had a larger
FG size, led to a multitude of aggregates, the bigger ones having a tendency to transition into
ordered particles with a slight tilt of the alkane chains (figure 64). In contrast to the system using
the weakest IA FF 2 (I e1 s2, FG-size = medium*), here fusion of aggregates later on seems
to only happen when exposed alkane chainsegments meet each other, while no fusion is observed
when hydrophilic areas meet another aggregate. End to end distance distribution (figure 62 a,
timeseries in figure 68 a) in the first approx. 170 ns forms a broad area of high probabilities, which
around that time ranges from about 25 to 48 Å. Then, probabilities of larger end to end distances
increase, yielding a distribution from about 52 to 59 Å, maxima occurring around 58 Å, whilst
the afore mentioned broad distribution gets tighter, ranging from 32 to 45 Å at about 600 ns, and
displays lower probabilities. Comparing this to the distribution of molecule internal order (figure
67 a, timeseries in figure 68 b), the first aggregates order themselves around 170 ns. At about
750 ns, a significant number of aggregates have ordered themselves, which can also be seen in the
end to end distance distribution and internal order, both showing easily noticeable changes, that
indicate ordering around that time.
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Figure 64: Images of mixed set up systems containing 547 fC48 molecules, propagated with FFs
2 (I e1 s2), 7 (I e2 s3) and 10 (I e4 s2). Thin blue boxes indicate edges of the periodic simulation
box. Cyan chains represent alkane groups and red beads FGs. Water is not shown for clarity.
Images encased by a same colored box (colors correspond to colors in table 2) show different
perspectives of the same state. If not indicated otherwise, temperature is 300 K. Temperatures
correspond to temperatures at the respective time. No information about heating rates etc. can
be derived from temperatures shown in figure.
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Figure 65: Images of mixed set up systems containing 547 fC48 molecules, propagated with FF
15 (I e7 s2). Thin blue boxes indicate edges of the periodic simulation box. Cyan chains represent
alkane groups and red beads FGs. Water is not shown for clarity. Images encased by the same
black box show different perspectives of the same state.

(a) Internal order distributions (b) Chain correlations

Figure 66: Comparison of systems conatining 547 fC48 molecules. a: Molecule internal order
distributions, lines are averaged over 10 frames (0.5 ns) of the respective simulations (I e1 s2
280 ns, I e2 s3 1500 ns, I e4 s2 330 ns, I e7 s2 100 ns). b: Chain correlation time evolutions of
respective simulations.
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(a) Internal order distributions with I e1 s2 (b) Internal order distributions with I e2 s3

Figure 67: Comparison of molecule internal order distributions of systems containing 547 fC48
molecules, lines are averaged over 10 frames (0.5 ns) of the respective simulations. a: Simulation
using FF 2 (I e1 s2); b: Simulation using FF 7 (I e2 s3).

(a) End to end distance distribution (b) Internal order distribution

Figure 68: Time evolutions of a: end to end distance distribution and b: internal order distribution
of the system using I e2 s3 (FF 7) onto the mixed setup containing 547 fC48 telechelics.
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5.3 Functionalized trimers

General remarks about behavior of properties
The FFs used for the polymers are very preliminary. The role of dihedral angles involving FGs

here is much more important than for the bifunctionalized alkane systems. This is because they
determine the forces needed to bend the polymer at the FG-sites. Dihedral angles however have
not been adjusted in this work.

Due to multiple FGs per molecule, in addition to extracting the distance between ”neighbored”
ones, the distances between all FGs in the molecule are calculated. When bends occur at the FG-
sites and the chains bend back onto themselves the distribution of all FG distances in the molecule
should look similar to the neighbored distribution. Occurrence of much longer FG distances how-
ever could indicate multiple things. It could be, that the molecules don’t bend at the FG-sites, or
that they just don’t bend back onto themselves.

Because of the total length of the trimers, only fC23-trimers (4 headgroups, 61 carbon atoms
per chain) were simulated. For the trimers with longer spacing between the functional groups
(fC48-trimers, 4 headgroups, 136 carbon atoms per chain) the box dimensions would’ve had to
be extended much further, to only avoid direct self-IA of a chain with its own periodic copy. To
minimize the effects of indirect self-IA, mediated by either other trimer-chains or water, the box
probably would have had to be enlarged even more. A fC23-tetramer was not simulated, due
to the low changes in the alk/FG ratio compared to the changes from monomer to trimer. The
fC23-pentamer (6 headgroups, 101 carbon atoms per chain) would have similar drawbacks as the
fC48-trimer due to its length.

5.3.1 fC23-tri systems

Two different system sizes were tested, the small system containing 132 trimers with a water/CS
ratio of 6.20 (total number of CG-beads: 61738, 53158 are water molecules), the large system
containing 100 trimers with a CS/water ratio of 15.40 (total number of CG-beads: 106598, 100098
are water molecules). All systems were set up as a random mixture of trimers in water.

Multiple FFs which were employed on the fC23 and fC48 systems have been adjusted to also
work with polymer systems, yielding FFs 18 (I e1 s2, derived from FF 2), 19 (I e2 s3, derived
from FF 7), 20 (I e4 s2, derived from FF 10), 21 (I e4 s3, derived from FF 11), 22 (I e4 s4,
derived from FF 12) and S3 (Mol-NaCl, derived from FF S2). The FF with a very strong
water-FG IA, (FF 23 (I e7 s2)), was mainly just employed to check, whether stronger attraction
between those groups would lead to bends at the FG-sites, as they do in experiments.

When using FF 18 (I e1 s2, εFG−w = weakest, FG-size = medium*), the formed particle
has extended chains which, even when simulated in smaller polymer concentration, do not bend
at every FG-site (figure 70). This behavior does not represent the experiments and therefore,
simulations with this FF were discontinued.

Systems utilizing FF 20 (I e4 s2, εFG−w = 3 ∗ weakest, FG-size = medium*) did show bends
at the FG-sites, but also formed aggregates with some degree of order and, in a bigger polymer
concentration, even yielded a single large aggregate (figure 70).

Effects of changing the FG-size also have been tested with this FG-water IA strength by em-
ploying FFs 21 (I e4 s3, εFG−w = 3 ∗ weakest, FG-size = medium) and 21 (I e4 s4, εFG−w =
3 ∗weakest, FG-size = large) onto the large system containing 100 trimers. The trend that larger
FG-sizes yield smaller and less ordered aggregates, as observed for the bifunctionalized alkane
systems, can be seen here as well (figure 69).

Using FF 19 (I e2 s3, εFG−w = 2 ∗ weakest, FG-size = medium), of which the monomer
counterpart did yield quite promising results, onto the system with a lower polymer concentration
multiple aggregates had formed. The polymer chains did form bends at the FG-sites, as can be
seen in figure 69. The bigger aggregates appeared highly ordered.
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Figure 69: Images of mixed set up systems containing 100 fC23tri molecules, propagated with
FFs 19 (I e2 s3), 21 (I e4 s3) and 22 (I e4 s4). Thin blue boxes indicate edges of the periodic
simulation box. Cyan chains represent alkane groups and red beads FGs. Water is not shown
for clarity. Images encased by the same colored (colors correspond to colors in table 2) box show
different perspectives of the same state.

FF S3 (Mol-NaCl) was used on the system with a high polymer concentration. This yielded
a polymer network that spanned the box, which does not represent experimental behavior. Thus a
system with lower polymer concentration was created. In the second case, no network assembled,
but the formed aggreates did stack with their hydrophilic areas onto each other, whilst many
sodium ions remained in solution (figure 76). This is unphysical behavior, since we would create
highly negative charged sections without counter charges nearby. This is an effect of the short
ranged chlorine-sodium attraction and short ranged Cl-Cl + Na-Na repulsions of the employed
FF.
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Figure 70: Images of mixed set up systems containing 547 fC48 molecules, propagated with FFs
18 (I e1 s2) and 20 (I e4 s2). Results of small and large set up systems are compared. Thin blue
boxes indicate edges of the periodic simulation box. Cyan chains represent alkane groups and red
beads FGs. Water is not shown for clarity. Images encased by the same colored (colors correspond
to colors in table 2) box show different perspectives of the same state.
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(a) small sys, high c (b) big sys, low c

Figure 71: FG-distance distributions of systems using FF 18 (I e1 s2) a: small system with higher
trimer concentration; b: big system with lower trimer concentration.

(a) I e4 s2 (b) I e2 s3

Figure 72: FG-distance distributions of systems using FFs 20 (I e4 s2) and 20 (I e4 s2) onto the
big system with lower trimer concentration.
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(a) FF 18 (I e1 s2) (b) FF 20 (I e4 s2)

Figure 73: Comparison of molecule internal order with different system sizes, i.e. trimer concen-
trations. a: Systems using FF 18 (I e1 s2); b: Systems using FF 20 (I 4 s2)

Figure 74: Comparison of chain correlation time evolutions with different system sizes, i.e. trimer
concentrations. Systems using FF 18 (I e1 s2)and 20 (I 4 s2). Bigger system, which have lower
trimer concentration are marked with a lowc in front.
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(a) Internal order distributions (b) Chain correlations

Figure 75: Comparison of different FG-sizes with the strong FG-water IA ” e4”. a: Molecule
internal order distributions, averaged over 10 frames (0.5 ns) (I e4 s2 (20) 400 ns, I e4 s3 (21 150
ns, I e4 s4 (22) 200 ns). b: Internal chain correlation time evolutions for mentioned FFs.

Figure 76: Images of mixed set up systems containing 100 fC23tri molecules, propagated with FF
S3. Thin blue boxes indicate edges of the periodic simulation box. Cyan chains represent alkane
groups, red beads chlorine and grey beads sodium. Water is not shown for clarity. Images encased
by the same black box show different perspectives of the same state.
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6 Summary and conclusion

The fusion of aggregates can be significantly influenced by adapting FG-sizes and FG-water IA
strength. A weak FG-water interaction leads to partial incorporation of FGs into the hydrophobic
core of the aggregates and also allows for fusion with FG-rich interfaces, with another FG-rich
interface or FG-poor interfaces. Increasing hydrophilicity of the FGs seems to prevent fusion
of aggregates with FG-rich site involvement. It however also leads to a decreasing tendency of
alignment to occur and thus reduces overall order of formed aggregates and imposes better coverage
of the particle with FGs. Strengthening of the FG-water IA also increases the distance between
FGs by increasing tendency to from solvent separated FG-FG contacts. With the largest tested
FG-size, the FGs had an even higher tendency to be separated by two solvent molecules.

Reduced tendency of aggregate fusion when FG-rich interfaces are involved and better cover-
age of the aggregates with FGs synergistically slow down aggregate fusion, thus lead to smaller
aggregates during the simulations.

Employing much stronger FG-water IA strengths, stable solvent separated FG-FG contacts
formed. Those lead to stacking of aggregates with hydrophilic areas sticking onto each other.

A twist of the alkane chains was observed, that was more pronounced in smaller particles and
when employing stronger FG-water IAs, which slightly reduced the extension of the particle in it’s
z-axis direction.

Increasing FG-size mainly leads to a decrease in chain alignment, imposing stronger twists
in formed aggregates to increase distance between FGs. This however also reduces the FG-poor
surface area and thus slows down aggregate fusion.

Longer telechelics show a higher tendency to chain alignment, which enables formation of
ordered nanoparticles with FFs that only result in disordered aggregates when employed on shorter
functionalized alkanes.

Employment of chargeless CG ions led to counterion separated FG-contacts without proper
charge distribution due to the short ranged attraction and repulsion potentials. This led to a
charge separation, which most likely would not occur in the actual physical system. To get proper
behavior without adding charge, IA ranges would have to be increased.
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7 Outlook

Regarding the informations gained from this work, diverse possibilities for future investigations
can be envisioned.

• Use of enhanced sampling methods Enhanced sampling methods could be used to de-
termine energy barriers for fusion of formed particles, dependent on which interface regions
meet. A search of good reaction coordinates could also be worthwhile, to speed up aggregate
fusion, thus increasing efficiency regarding spent CPU-time.

• Comparing with/backmapping onto atomistic resolution A comparison of obtained
distributions with atomistic data would be very interesting. This could show, how applicable
the developed FFs are and where it’s weaknesses are. A backmapping onto an atomsitic
resolution level could yield additional information regarding the stability of formed particles.

• Adjustment of FG-parameters to embody specific FGs Since the goal of this work
primarily was to explore the parameter space, only qualitative information can be obtained
from it’s results. CG-FGs that represent specific FG groups could be parametrized by prop-
erty fitting to reproduce desired properties. This way predictions for particle behavior based
on attached FGs could be made. Also systems containing counterions could be made feasible
with appropriate parameters, which for example would allow study of possible heterogeneous
nucleation of ion crystals at the particle surfaces.

• Increasing scale Promising FFs could be used with extended size and time scales to get
closer to the experimental particle sizes.

• Reducing CG-resolution level To be able to access much larger size- and time-scales, the
CG-resolution level could be reduced. This way, self-assembly of multiple particles at particle
sizes comparable to experiments might be studied.
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9 Appendix

9.1 Abbreviations

abbreviation meaning
AA all-atom

approx. approximately
CG coarse graining / coarse grained
CS chain segment (alkane and FG beads combined)
FF forcefield
FG functional group
IA interaction
LJ Lennard-Jones
MD molecular dynamics
mW monatomic water model
PE polyethylene

RDF radial distribution function
TU telechelic unit (subunit of polymers)
UA united-atom

Table 4: Table containing abbreviations used in this work.
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9.2 Additional information

FF No. / name εFG−FG εFG−w σFG−FG σFG−w σFG−CH2 σFG−CH

1 I e1 s1 0.200 0.41583 2.88 2.88 3.558 -
2 I e1 s2 0.200 0.41583 3.95 2.88 3.558 -
3 I e1 s3 0.200 0.41583 3.95 3.558 3.95 -
4 I e1 s4 0.200 0.41583 5.925 4.4475 4.9375 -
5 I e2 s1 0.200 0.83166 2.88 2.88 3.558 -
6 I e2 s2 0.200 0.83166 3.95 2.88 3.558 -
7 I e2 s3 0.200 0.83166 3.95 3.558 3.95 -
8 I e3 s2 0.200 1.039575 3.95 2.88 3.558 -
9 I e4 s1 0.200 1.24749 2.88 2.88 3.558 -
10 I e4 s2 0.200 1.24749 3.95 2.88 3.558 -
11 I e4 s3 0.200 1.24749 3.95 3.558 3.95 -
12 I e4 s4 0.200 1.24749 5.925 4.4475 4.9375 -
13 I e5 s2 0.200 1.56 3.95 2.88 3.558 -
14 I e6 s2 0.200 2.08 3.95 2.88 3.558 -
15 I e7 s2 0.200 4.1583 3.95 2.88 3.558 -
16 I e8 s2 2.000 4.1583 3.95 2.88 3.558 -
17 I e9 s* 6.189 6.189 3.95 3.558 3.558 -

Polymer FFs
18 I e1 s2 0.200 0.41583 3.95 2.88 3.558 3.558
19 I e2 s3 0.200 0.83166 3.95 3.558 3.95 3.95
20 I e4 s2 0.200 1.24749 3.95 2.88 3.558 3.558
21 I e4 s3 0.200 1.24749 3.95 3.558 3.95 3.95
22 I e4 s4 0.200 1.24749 5.925 4.4475 4.9375 4.9375
23 I e7 s2 0.200 4.1583 3.95 2.88 3.558 3.558

Table 5: Utilized forcefield parameters. The FG-alkane IA is εFG−CHx
= 0.11914784667210733 for

all FFs.

Table 6: Overview over simulated systems. Systems marked with green background are discussed
in this work. Systems with a + have an overall positive charge, due to remaining positive charge
on the Cα. Systems with a - have an overall negative charge, due to a strong negative charge
on the functional group and remaining positive charge on the Cα. Only chargeless systems are
discussed.

Sys res-count c(w/CS) FF (No.) setup charge

C23 1108 - TraPPE bulk none
C23 130 6.69 S1 mixed none
C23 130 6.69 S1 interface none
fC25 129 6.18 I e9 s* (17) mixed +/none
fC25 129 6.18 I e8 s2 (16) mixed +/none
fC25 129 6.18 I e1 s2 (2) mixed +/none
fC25 129 6.11 S2 mixed +/none
C48 132 6.58 S1 mixed none
fC50 132 6.31 I e8 s2 (16) mixed +
fC50 132 6.31 I e8 s2 (16) nanoparticle +
fC50 132 6.31 I e1 s2 (2) mixed +/none
fC50 132 6.31 I e1 s2 (2) aggregate +
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fC50 132 6.31 I e7 s2 (15) nanoparticle +
fC50 132 6.31 I e7 s2 (15) aggregate +
fC50 132 6.31 I e7 s2 (15) mixed none
fC50 132 6.27 S2 mixed +/none
fC50 132 6.27 S2 nanoparticle1 +
fC50 132 6.27 S2 nanoparticle2 +/none
fC23 130 6.69 I e1 s2 (2) mixed -/none
fC23 130 9.54 I e1 s2 (2) mixed none
fC23 130 9.54 I e1 s1 (1) mixed none
fC23 130 9.54 I e1 s3 (3) mixed none
fC23 130 9.54 I e1 s4 (4) mixed none
fC23 130 9.54 I e1 s1 (1) nanoparticle none
fC23 130 9.54 I e1 s3 (3) nanoparticle none
fC23 130 9.54 I e1 s4 (4) nanoparticle none
fC23 130 9.54 I e4 s2 (10) nanoparticle none
fC23 130 9.54 I e4 s1 (9) nanoparticle none
fC23 130 9.54 I e4 s3 (11) nanoparticle none
fC23 130 9.54 I e4 s4 (12) nanoparticle none
fC23 130 9.54 I e3 s2 (8) nanoparticle none
fC23 130 9.54 I e2 s3 (7) nanoparticle none
fC23 130 9.54 I e8 s2 (16) mixed none
fC23 130 9.54 I e4 s2 (10) mixed none
fC23 130 9.54 I e4 s1 (9) mixed none
fC23 130 9.54 I e4 s3 (11) mixed none
fC23 130 9.54 I e4 s4 (12) mixed none
fC23 130 9.54 I e3 s2 (8) mixed none
fC23 130 9.54 I e2 s2 (6) mixed none
fC23 130 9.54 I e2 s3 (7) mixed none
fC23 547 9.54 I e1 s2 (2) mixed none
fC23 547 9.54 I e7 s2 (15) mixed none
fC23 547 9.54 I e6 s2 (14) mixed none
fC23 547 9.54 I e5 s2 (13) mixed none
fC23 547 9.54 Mol-NaCl (S2) mixed none
fC23 547 11.8 Mol-NaCl (S2) mixed none
fC48 132 6.47 I e1 s2 (2) mixed -/none
fC48 132 6.47 I e3 s2 (8) mixed -/none
fC48 132 6.47 I e4 s2 (10) mixed -/none
fC48 132 6.47 I e1 s1 (1) mixed none
fC48 132 6.47 I e1 s3 (3) mixed none
fC48 132 6.47 I e1 s4 (4) mixed none
fC48 132 6.47 I e2 s3 (7) mixed none
fC48 132 6.47 I e4 s1 (9) mixed none
fC48 132 6.47 I e4 s3 (11) mixed none
fC48 132 6.47 I e4 s4 (12) mixed none
fC48 132 6.47 I e6 s2 (14) mixed none
fC48 132 6.47 I e1 s1 (1) nanoparticle none
fC48 132 6.47 I e1 s2 (2) nanoparticle* none
fC48 132 6.47 I e1 s3 (3) nanoparticle none
fC48 132 6.47 I e2 s1 (5) nanoparticle none
fC48 132 6.47 I e2 s3 (7) nanoparticle none
fC48 132 6.47 I e4 s1 (9) nanoparticle none
fC48 132 6.47 I e4 s4 (12) nanoparticle none
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fC48 547 6.47 I e1 s2 (2) mixed -/none
fC48 547 6.47 I e2 s3 (7) mixed none
fC48 547 6.47 I e4 s2 (10) mixed -/none
fC48 547 6.47 I e5 s2 (13) mixed -
fC48 547 6.47 I e6 s2 (14) mixed -
fC48 547 6.47 I e7 s2 (15) mixed -/none
fC48 547 6.47 S2 mixed -
fC48 547 7.96 S2 mixed -

fC23-tri 132 6.20 I e1 s2 (18) mixed none
fC23-tri 132 6.20 I e7 s2 (15) mixed none
fC23-tri 132 6.20 I e4 s2 (20) mixed none
fC23-tri 100 15.40 I e1 s2 (18) mixed none
fC23-tri 100 15.40 I e4 s2 (20) mixed none
fC23-tri 100 15.40 I e4 s3 (21) mixed none
fC23-tri 100 15.40 I e4 s4 (22) mixed none
fC23-tri 100 15.40 I e2 s3 (19) mixed none
fC23-tri 132 6.13 Mol-NaCl (S3) mixed none
fC23-tri 100 15.34 Mol-NaCl (S3) mixed none
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(a) End to end distance distribution (b) Internal order distribution

Figure 77: a: End to end distance distribution, bins averaged over 50 frames (0.25 ns) b: Molecule
internal order distribution, bins averaged over 10 frames (0.5 ns). Time evolution of 130 fC23
system using FF 2 (I e1 s2).

(a) End to end distance distribution (b) Internal order distribution

Figure 78: a: End to end distance distribution, bins averaged over 50 frames (0.25 ns). b: Molecule
internal order distribution, bins averaged over 10 frames (0.5 ns). Time evolutions of the 130 fC23
system using FF 6 (I e2 s2).
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(a) End to end distance distribution (b) Internal order distribution

Figure 79: a: End to end distance distribution, bins averaged over 50 frames (0.25 ns). b: Molecule
internal order, bins averaged over 10 frames (0.5 ns) Time evolutions of the 130 fC23 system using
FF 8 (I e3 s2)

(a) End to end distance distribution (b) Intenral order distribution

Figure 80: a: End to end distance distribution, bins averaged over 50 frames (0.25 ns). b: Molecule
internal order, bins averaged over 10 frames (0.5 ns). Time evolutions of the 130 fC23 system using
FF 10 (I e4 s2).
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(a) End to end distance distribution (b) Internal order distribution

Figure 81: a: End to end distance distribution, bins averaged over 50 frames (0.25 ns). b: Molecule
internal order, bins averaged over 10 frames (0.5 ns). Time evolutions of the 130 fC23 system using
FF 1 (I e1 s1).

(a) End to end distance distribution (b) Internal order distribution

Figure 82: a: End to end distance distribution, bins averaged over 50 frames (0.25 ns). b: Molecule
internal order, bins averaged over 10 frames (0.5 ns). Time evolutions of the 130 fC23 system set
up as nanoparticle using FF 1 (I e1 s1).
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(a) End to end distance distribution (b) Internal order distribution

Figure 83: a: End to end distance distribution, bins averaged over 50 frames (0.25 ns). b: Molecule
internal order, bins averaged over 10 frames (0.5 ns). Time evolutions of the 130 fC23 system using
FF 3 (I e1 s3).

(a) End to end distance distribution (b) Internal order distribution

Figure 84: a: End to end distance distribution, bins averaged over 50 frames (0.25 ns). b: Molecule
internal order, bins averaged over 10 frames (0.5 ns). Time evolutions of the 130 fC23 system set
up as nanoparticle using FF 3 (I e1 s3).
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(a) End to end distance distribution (b) Internal order distribution

Figure 85: a: End to end distance distribution, bins averaged over 50 frames (0.25 ns). b: Molecule
internal order, bins averaged over 10 frames (0.5 ns). Time evolutions of the 130 fC23 system set
up as mix using FF 4 (I e1 s4).

(a) End to end distance distribution (b) Internal order distribution

Figure 86: a: End to end distance distribution, bins averaged over 50 frames (0.25 ns). b: Molecule
internal order, bins averaged over 10 frames (0.5 ns). Time evolutions of the 130 fC23 system set
up as nanoparticle using FF 4 (I e1 s4).
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(a) End to end distance distribution (b) Internal order distribution

Figure 87: a: End to end distance distribution, bins averaged over 50 frames (0.25 ns). b: Molecule
internal order, bins averaged over 10 frames (0.5 ns). Time evolutions of the 130 fC23 system set
up as mix using FF 9 (I e4 s1).

(a) End to end distance distribution (b) Internal order distribution

Figure 88: a: End to end distance distribution, bins averaged over 50 frames (0.25 ns). b: Molecule
internal order, bins averaged over 10 frames (0.5 ns). Time evolutions of the 130 fC23 system set
up as nanoparticle using FF 9 (I e4 s1).
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(a) End to end distance distribution (b) Internal order distribution

Figure 89: a: End to end distance distribution, bins averaged over 50 frames (0.25 ns). b: Molecule
internal order, bins averaged over 10 frames (0.5 ns). Time evolutions of the 130 fC23 system set
up as mix using FF 11 (I e4 s3).

(a) End to end distance distribution (b) Internal order distribution

Figure 90: a: End to end distance distribution, bins averaged over 50 frames (0.25 ns). b: Molecule
internal order, bins averaged over 10 frames (0.5 ns). Time evolutions of the 130 fC23 system set
up as nanoparticle using FF 11 (I e4 s3).
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(a) End to end distance distribution (b) Internal order distribution

Figure 91: a: End to end distance distribution, bins averaged over 50 frames (0.25 ns). b: Molecule
internal order, bins averaged over 10 frames (0.5 ns). Time evolutions of the 130 fC23 system set
up as mix using FF 12 (I e4 s4).

(a) End to end distance distribution (b) Internal order distribution

Figure 92: a: End to end distance distribution, bins averaged over 50 frames (0.25 ns). b: Molecule
internal order, bins averaged over 10 frames (0.5 ns). Time evolutions of the 130 fC23 system set
up as nanoparticle using FF 12 (I e4 s4).
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(a) End to end distance distribution (b) Internal order distribution

Figure 93: a: End to end distance distribution, bins averaged over 50 frames (0.25 ns). b: Molecule
internal order, bins averaged over 10 frames (0.5 ns). Time evolutions of the 130 fC23 system set
up as mix using FF 7 (I e2 s3).

(a) (b)

Figure 94: a: End to end distance distribution, bins averaged over 50 frames (0.25 ns). b: Molecule
internal order, bins averaged over 10 frames (0.5 ns). Time evolutions of the 130 fC23 system set
up as nanoparticle using FF 7 (I e2 s3).
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(a) End to end distance distribution (b) Internal order distribution

Figure 95: a: End to end distance distribution, bins averaged over 200 frames (1 ns). b: Molecule
internal order, bins averaged over 40 frames (2 ns). Time evolutions of the 547 fC23 system using
FF 2 (I e1 s2). Fast changes in both diagrams at about 260 and 420 ns are result of heating to
330 and 360 K respectively, whilst somewhat slower changes at about 310 and 530 ns are results
of cooling to 300 K.

(a) End to end distance distribution (b) Internal order distribution

Figure 96: a: End to end distance distribution, bins averaged over 50 frames (0.25 ns). b: Molecule
internal order, bins averaged over 10 frames (0.5 ns). Time evolutions of the 547 fC23 system using
FF 13 (I e5 s2).
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(a) End to end distance distribution (b) Internal order distribution

Figure 97: a: End to end distance distribution, bins averaged over 50 frames (0.25 ns). b: Molecule
internal order, bins averaged over 10 frames (0.5 ns). Time evolutions of the 547 fC23 system using
FF 14 (I e6 s2).

(a) End to end distance distribution (b) Internal order distribution

Figure 98: a: End to end distance distribution, bins averaged over 50 frames (0.25 ns). b: Molecule
internal order, bins averaged over 10 frames (0.5 ns). Time evolutions of the 547 fC23 system using
FF 15 (I e7 s2).
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(a) End to end distance distribution (b) Internal order distribution

Figure 99: a: End to end distance distribution, bins averaged over 50 frames (0.25 ns). b: Molecule
internal order, bins averaged over 10 frames (0.5 ns). Time evolutions of the 547 fC23 system using
FF S2.

(a) End to end distance distribution (b) Internal order distribution

Figure 100: a: End to end distance distribution, bins averaged over 200 frames (1 ns). b: Molecule
internal order, bins averaged over 40 frames (2 ns) Time evolutions of the 132 fC48 system using
FF 2 (I e1 s2). The fast changes in both diagrams at 350 ns are caused by the instantaneous
temperature shift in the simulation.
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(a) End to end distance distribution (b) Internal order distribution

Figure 101: a: End to end distance distribution, bins averaged over 50 frames (0.25 ns). b:
Molecule internal order, bins averaged over 10 frames (0.5 ns). Time evolutions of the 132 fC48
system that started from a nanoparticle using FF 2 (I e1 s2).

(a) End to end distance distribution (b) Internal order distribution

Figure 102: a: End to end distance distribution, bins averaged over 50 frames (0.25 ns). b:
Molecule internal order, bins averaged over 10 frames (0.5 ns). Time evolutions of the 132 fC48
system using FF 8 (I e3 s2).
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(a) End to end distance distribution (b) Internal order distribution

Figure 103: a: End to end distance distribution, bins averaged over 50 frames (0.25 ns). b:
Molecule internal order, bins averaged over 10 frames (0.5 ns). Time evolutions of the 132 fC48
system using FF 10 (I e4 s2).

(a) End to end distance distance distribution (b) Internal order distribution

Figure 104: a: End to end distance distribution, bins averaged over 50 frames (0.25 ns). b:
Molecule itnernal order, bins averaged over 10 frames (0.5 ns). Time evolutions of the 132 fC48
system using FF 14 (I e6 s2).
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(a) End to end distance distribution (b) Internal order distribution

Figure 105: a: End to end distance distribution, bins averaged over 200 frames (1 ns). b: Molecule
internal order, bins averaged over 40 frames (2 ns). Time evolutions of the 132 fC48 system using
FF 1 (I e1 s1). The fast changes at 200 and 350 ns are caused by the instantaneous temperature
shifts in the simulation.

(a) End to end distance distribution (b) Internal order distribution

Figure 106: a: End to end distance distribution, bins averaged over 50 frames (0.25 ns). b:
Molecule itnernal order, bins averaged over 10 frames (0.5 ns). Time evolutions of the 132 fC48
system that started from another nanoparticle using FF 1 (I e1 s1).
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(a) End to end distance distribution (b) Internal order distribution

Figure 107: a: End to end distance distribution, bins averaged over 50 frames (0.25 ns). b:
Molecule itnernal order, averaged over 10 frames (0.5 ns). Time evolutions of the 132 fC48 system
using FF 3 (I e1 s3).

(a) End to end distance distribution (b) Internal order distribution

Figure 108: a: End to end distance distribution, bins averaged over 50 frames (0.25 ns). b:
Molecule internal order, bins averaged over 10 frames (0.5 ns). Time evolutions of the 132 fC48
system that started from a nanoparticle using FF 3 (I e1 s3).
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(a) End to end distance distribution (b) Internal order distribution

Figure 109: a: End to end distance distribution, bins averaged over 50 frames (0.25 ns). b:
Molecule internal order, bins averaged over 10 frames (0.5 ns). Time evolutions of the 132 fC48
system using FF 4 (I e1 s4).

(a) End to end distance distribution (b) Internal order distribution

Figure 110: a: End to end distance distribution, bins averaged over 50 frames (0.25 ns). b:
Molecule internal order, bins averaged over 10 frames (0.5 ns). Time evolutions of the 132 fC48
system that started from a nanoparticle using FF 5 (I e2 s1).
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(a) (b)

Figure 111: a: End to end distance distribution, bins averaged over 400 frames (2 ns). b: Molecule
internal order distribution, bins averaged over 40 frames (2ns).Time evolutions of the 132 fC48
system using FF 7 (I e2 s3).

(a) End to end distance distribution (b) Internal order distribution

Figure 112: a: End to end distance distribution, bins averaged over 50 frames (0.25 ns). b:
Molecule internal order, bins averaged over 10 frames (0.5 ns). Time evolutions of the 132 fC48
system that started from a nanoparticle using FF 7 (I e2 s3).
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(a) End to end distance distribution (b) Internal order distribution

Figure 113: a: End to end distance distribution, bins averaged over 50 frames (0.25 ns). b:
Molecule internal order, bins averaged over 10 frames (0.5 ns). Time evolutions of the 132 fC48
system using FF 9 (I e4 s1).

(a) End to end distance distribution (b) Internal order distribution

Figure 114: a: End to end distance distribution, bins averaged over 50 frames (0.25 ns). b:
Molecule internal order, bins averaged over 10 frames (0.5 ns). Time evolutions of the 132 fC48
system that started from a nanoparticle using FF 9 (I e4 s1).
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(a) End to end distance distribution (b) Internal order distribution

Figure 115: a: End to end distance distribution, bins averaged over 50 frames (0.25 ns). b:
Molecule internal order, bins averaged over 10 frames (0.5 ns). Time evolutions of the 132 fC48
system using FF 11 (I e4 s3).

(a) End to end distance distribution (b) Internal order distributions

Figure 116: a: End to end distance distribution, bins averaged over 50 frames (0.25 ns). b:
Molecule internal order, bins averaged over 10 frames (0.5 ns). Time evolutions of the 132 fC48
system using FF 12 (I e4 s4).
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(a) End to end distance distribution (b) Internal order distribution

Figure 117: a: End to end distance distribution, bins averaged over 50 frames (0.25 ns). b:
Molecule internal order, bins averaged over 10 frames (0.5 ns). Time evolutions of the 132 fC48
system that started from a nanoparticle using FF 12 (I e4 s4).

(a) End to end distance distribution (b) Internal order distribution

Figure 118: a: End to end distance distribution, bins averaged over 50 frames (0.25 ns). b:
Molecule internal order, bins averaged over 10 frames (0.5 ns). Time evolutions of the system
containing 547 fC48 molecules that started from a mixed setup using FF 2 (I e1 s2).
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(a) End to end distance distribution (b) Internal order distribution

Figure 119: a: End to end distance distribution, bins averaged over 500 frames (2.5 ns). b: Molecule
internal order, bins averaged over 100 frames (5 ns). Time evolutions of the system containing 547
fC48 molecules that started from a mixed setup using FF 7 (I e2 s3).

(a) End to end distance distribution (b) Internal order distribution

Figure 120: a: End to end distance distribution, bins averaged over 50 frames (0.25 ns). b:
Molecule internal order, bins averaged over 10 frames (0.5 ns). Time evolutions of the system
containing 547 fC48 molecules that started from a mixed setup using FF 10 (I e4 s2).
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(a) End to end distance distribution (b) Internal order distribution

Figure 121: a: End to end distance distribution, bins averaged over 50 frames (0.25 ns). b:
Molecule internal order, bins averaged over 10 frames (0.5 ns). Time evolutions of the system
containing 547 fC48 molecules that started from a mixed setup using FF 15 (I e7 s2).
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